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Executive Summary
The following capstone report was written by Michelle Cuomo and Cody Kenny, graduate students in the School of 
Community and Regional Planning (SCARP) Indigenous Community Planning (ICP) specialization at the University 
of British Columbia (UBC). The ICP program is a two-year professional program that consists of course work and 
an internship in the first-year, and a practicum with a First Nations community in the second year. This practicum 
is an eight-month partnership where students are placed in pairs, alongside a local community planning 
champion, to support the community through their Comprehensive Community Planning (CCP) process. 

This capstone report is a culmination of all the work completed throughout the practicum. It includes an overview 
of the First Nation, our methodologies for the CCP process, our analysis, recommendations for future planning, 
and reflections as students of the ICP program.

Our practicum was completed with Stellat’en First Nation (SFN), who’s main village site, Stellaquo, is located 
160-kilometers west of Prince George, accessed off of Highway 16. We engaged with the community through 
multiple ways, the bulk of which was spent in community, traveling approximately once per month from October 
2018 to April 2019.

Throughout our practicum, we worked in collaboration with SFN’s Policy and Economic Development Officer, Adam 
Patrick. Our combined roles and responsibilities included assisting in the budget application to acquire funding 
for this project; creating a CCP work plan and engagement strategy; group facilitations; interviews; collecting, 
organizing and analyzing qualitative data; creating and distributing communication and update newsletters. In 
addition to fulfilling the required milestones for UBC, a CCP Framework and set of work plans were created as 
deliverables for the community to continue forward in the planning process. 
We used Indigenous Services Canada’s (ISC) CCP 
Handbook (2016) and the Nishnawbe Aski Development 
Fund’s CCP Toolkit (NADF) as guiding resources 
throughout our work which can be summarized in three 
phases: building the CCP foundation, building the CCP 
framework, and transitioning out.  We completed each of 
these phases in chronological order as they made sense 
to us, and to the community through their CCP journey. 

From our trip up Tselkin (Red Rock).
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1. Building the CCP Foundation 

This phase of our practicum established the 
foundation for Stellat’en’s CCP process. It was about 
creating awareness, building community buy-in, 
and having the correct support structures in place. 
We accomplished this phase through a variety of 
avenues. Although this phase was heavily focused 
in the beginning months, this phase continued 
throughout our practicum, and will need to continue 
throughout the CCP process. We began by assisting 
SFN in their budget application to Indigenous 
Services Canada, this ensured that our travel 
expenses were covered throughout the practicum. 
We met with community members, band administration, chief and council, and elders to deliver introductory 
presentations in October. 
To continue momentum of the CCP throughout our practicum, we regularly posted report-back newsletters onto 
the community Facebook group and distributed them through the CCP email contact list. We also began every 
engagement with CCP updates which included what we did in our last trip, what we heard, and what the next 
steps would be. 

And lastly, a major milestone that occurred later in the practicum, was the creation of the CCP Advisory Committee 
and the hiring of the CCP Coordinator, Roselita Louis. These foundations ensure the continuity of the CCP into the 
summer and into year two and three of Stellat’en’s CCP process.

2. Building the CCP Framework

This phase consisted of collecting and organizing CCP data through community engagements. We spent the 
majority of our time engaging with the community. In total we engaged with 124 participants in Stellaquo, Prince 
George and Vancouver through various strategies (community dinners, focus groups, interviews and surveys). 
Our goal was to gain community input so that we could build out a CCP framework as a deliverable to Stellat’en 
First Nation. We conducted eight (8) interviews, five (5) community dinners, two (2) elders meetings, (1) one 
youth night and an engagement survey. This work was done from October to February. In April, we did final 
presentations to chief and council, elders, broader community and hosted a just for fun youth night. 

To know where to begin in the CCP process, we started at the beginning of the planning wheel. We started at 
phase 1, where have we been, looking at Stellat’en’s community history. In phase 2, where are we now, we 
conducted a situational assessment of the community. During phase 3, where do we want to go, we analyzed 

Members gathered at a community dinner in Stellaquo.
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community values and vision statements. Finally in phase 4, how will we get there, we started building out 
pathways and steps for the community to achieve their identified community goals. We managed the data we 
collected in a master spreadsheet, regularly updating it with new information. We organized the information and 
analyzed it through both a qualitative and quantitative lens. 

3. Transitioning Out

This final phase lasted from our final data collection 
engagement in February until the end of our 
practicum timeline in April. This includes analyzing 
the data we collected and completing our community 
and UBC deliverables. This included creating work 
plans for the advisory committee and CCP coordinator 
for the summer, and providing our planning 
recommendations. This final phase is critical as it 
captures all of the work we completed, and it provides 
direction for the community and future planning 
students. 

We conclude our capstone report with 
recommendations for SFN which include validating work completed to date, continue to build momentum, ensure 
all members are engaged and communicated with, give the plan a Stellat’en feel and start a quick start project.  
We offer final reflections of the practicum, skills and lessons we learned, and provide recommendations for future 
ICP students. 

We consider our practicum experience to be a positive and enriching experience that has helped us grow 
tremendously personally and professionally. We will take this experience and knowledge with us as emerging 
planning professionals in the Indigenous planning field. 

Left (L-R): Michelle Cuomo, Cody Kenny, and Adam Patrick on 
Tselkin (Red Rock).

View of Nadleh Bun (Fraser Lake) looking towards Stellaquo from the village of Fraser Lake.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Our Planning Approach
As practicum students, we attempted to bring our own unique gifts, experiences, and skills that would be of 
assistance to Stellat’en in their CCP process. We approached our practicum with an open mind and open heart to 
work with Stellat’en to fulfill their communities unique planning needs. 

Indigenous community planning is both an approach to planning and an ideological movement (Jojola, 2008). 
The main differences between Indigenous planning and mainstream planning practice is the way that it 
incorporates traditional knowledges and cultural identity (Jojola, 2008; Sandercock, 1998a). Throughout the 
report we have included quotes from members as a way to honour the voice and wisdom of the Stellat’en people 
in their own words and to reflect the cultural identity of Stellat’en as a Nation.

The emphasis of Indigenous community planning has always been on taking a bottom up approach to create 
a plan for the community, made by the community. Indigenous community planning can be seen as a set 
of processes that communities can use to “make decisions about their place (whether in the built or natural 
environment) using their knowledge (and other knowledges), values and principles to define and progress their 
present and future social, cultural, environmental and economic aspirations” (Matunga, 2017). This approach to 
community planning informed our practice when working with Stellat’en during our practicum.

Engagement is a huge part of CCP process, and we identified a need to have both breadth and depth of 
engagement for community buy-in. Leadership and authority in the planning process must come from within the 
community, the need for insider planning champions is critical for the process to be indigenized, properly carried 
out and accepted by a community (Erfan & Hemphill, 2013). Throughout our practicum, a key pillar of our work 
was to establish a CCP advisory committee made up of community members and led by a CCP coordinator as a 
way to legitimize and have acceptance from the community. We used a variety of engagement techniques with 
different sub groups of the community to ensure that as many voices were included as possible. This included two 
sessions off reserve in Prince George and Vancouver, youth nights and elders sessions. We did this in an attempt 
to engage with and include as many voices as we could into our process. 

While we tried our best to decolonize our planning practice throughout the practicum, we acknowledge that we 
were raised and taught from a western worldview. However, while navigating the complexities of our practicum 
we both attempted to unlearn and relearn and drew on our foundations, education, shared values, and centering 
Stellat’en as a way to decolonize our planning practice. 
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1.2 What is a CCP? 
A Comprehensive Community Plan (CCP) is 
a high-level, holistic plan that looks at all 
aspects of a community. Comprehensive 
community planning processes are a set of 
holistic processes that allow communities 
to create a roadmap to sustainability, 
self-sufficiency and improved governance 
with extensive community participation 
(Cook, 2008; INAC, 2016). These processes 
are driven by the community and for the 
community (INAC, 2016) using protocols 
and the Indigenous worldview and 
knowledges specific to each community. A 
CCP is “comprehensive” because it includes 
planning for all aspects of a community 
and “community” because the plans are 
driven and owned by all members (INAC, 
2016).

Figure 1: The Planning Cycle (NADF Tool Kit, 2017)

The CCP is a tool to build a healthy and sustainable community and improve quality of life for everyone. It 
enables communities to plan for future development in a way that meets their needs and aspirations.  A CCP takes 
a long-term view and considers all aspects such as:

• Cultural Vibrancy and Traditional Life
• Community Wellness
• Economic Development
• Education and Training
• Environment and Relationship with the Land
• Housing and Infrastructure
• Governance and Administration

A CCP identifies a community vision and provides direction on how to reach that vision. The plan includes 
pathways and steps that guide the community towards the overall vision and support future decision making. 
In addition, CCPs focus on the creation of an implementation strategy that takes the ideas, and aspirations from 
paper and puts them into action on the ground.

“Comprehensive” because it includes 
planning for all aspects of the community.

“Community” because it is a process that is 
driven and owned by everyone in the community. 
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1.3 Practicum Context
The ICP practicum is an eight month partnership with UBC and a host First Nation. ICP practicum students are 
expected to assist a First Nation in a planning process, in exchange, UBC students gain professional and practical 
planning experience. We were placed with Stellat’en First Nation (SFN) and supported by our mentor Shauna 
Johnson, to assist in initiating SFN’s anticipated three-year CCP process. Our initial community contact was 
Economic Development Officer, Adam Patrick. 

Left (L-R): Cody Kenny, Shauna Johnson & Michelle Cuomo after a planning session in Stellaquo. Right (L-R): Michelle 
Cuomo, Adam Patrick and Cody Kenny at SFN’s final CCP celebration in Stellaquo.

A CCP process usually follows a planning cycle as detailed in the planning wheel in Figure 1. Starting at “where 
have we been” allows the community to look at their collective history, where have they come from and what 
past achievements they have had and challenges they have overcome. The “where are we now” section focuses 
on where the community is currently, what are the communities strengths and opportunities, challenges they 
currently face as well as possible threats. The “where do we want to go” step of the process encourages the 
community to develop a vision of what they hope for the future for themselves, and future generations. “How will 
we get there” gets the community to identify high level goals, specific pathways to get there, in addition to steps 
the community can take to implement the plan. Lastly, “have we arrived” is the monitoring and evaluation of the 
plan.
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2.0 About Stellat’en First Nation
2.1 History
The people of Stellat’en First Nation (SFN) are Dené who have lived within their territory since the beginning 
of time. There is archaeological evidence that indicates the Dené people have lived in Central British Columbia 
for at least 10,000 years (SFN, 2019). In the past, Dené were semi-nomadic, meaning communities traveled 
to different sites depending on the time of year, and where the most available food was. It is suggested that 
Stellaquo was used as a summer fishing area (SFN, 2019). Like other First Nations, Stellat’en were subject to a 
familiar history of colonization: oppressive policies and regulations, the notorious Lejac Indian Residential School, 
extractive industry on their traditional lands without consent among other polices. However, Stellat’en are a 
strong and proud people, have a strong connection to their land, have highly educated members, and are working 
to revitalize and strengthen their language and culture. Stellat’en have a long history of planning through their 
traditional governance and land management practices. A subset of Stellat’en’s contemporary planning history is 
outlined in Appendix A. 

Stellat’en Community Timeline

The community timeline in Figure 2, was created through contributions of community members as well as 
previous plans, and other existing documents. This is not a complete history but is a living timeline that will 
continue to grow. 

2.2 Language and Culture
Stellat’en are Dakelh speaking people and are affiliated culturally and linguistically with Carrier and Sekani 
people who inhabit the Central interior region of what is known as British Columbia. Many community members 
still hunt within Stellat’en’s traditional territory for large animals such as deer and bear with moose being 
particularly important to Stellat’en families. Gathering of berries as well as fishing and traditional crafts are still 
carried out by Stellat’en people today. 

“My whole life was spent in community, in Grandma’s Hall, with my family, potlatching since I was a 
little girl. Being able to be out on the land, in a safe community, at the time, was for me, wonderful. 
Being able to go back home, to participate in my traditional culture and upbringing… and now bringing 
my daughters back. That makes me proud as a Stellat’en member.”



Beginning  
Stellat’en  
occupies their  
traditional  
territory since 
the beginning 
of time.  

1807 
Explorer Simon 
Fraser writes a 
letter detailing 
events he  
witnessed in 
Stella.  

1884-1951  
Bah’lats banned 
by Department 
of Indian Affairs 
(Potlach ban). 

1892  
Fraser Lake 
Indian Band 
is created.  

1913  
Landslides at 
Hells Gate 
block salmon  
migration to 
Stellat’en  
territory. 

1914 
Road and  
railway  
construction 
reaches Fraser 
Lake and  
Stellaquo.  

1919 
Fraser Lake 
Sawmill is built 
near Lejac on 
Fraser Lake.   

1948  
The last  
major flood 
at Stellaquo.  

1958-1960 
Fraser Lake  
Indian Band 
is dissolved.  
Stellat’en and 
Nadleh Whut’en  
become separate 
nations under the 
Indian Act.  

1953 
The 1953/54 
graduation 
class has  
Stellat’en’s first 
grade 12  
graduates.  

1922  
CN Railway  
constructs rail 
through Stellat’en 
community.  
 
The Lejac  
Residential School 
opens.  

1976 
The Lejac 
Residential 
school closes 
down.  

1971  
The Marianne 
Louise  
Memorial 
Grand Hall 
opens.  

1970 
Yellowhead 
Highway  
officially 
opens.  

1965 
Endako Mines 
open.  

1970s 
Stellat’en families 
notice a decline in  
Stellako sockeye 
runs.  

1982  
The Carrier 
Sekani Tribal  
Council is  
created.  

1987  
The Stella 
Firehall 
opens.  

1991  
The Slenyah 
Store opens.  

1993  
Stella families 
go to Edmonton 
and Calgary for 
a community 
trip.  

1999  
The New Hall is  
constructed.  

2003  
The Stellat’en Head 
Start Program  
begins. 

2001  
The Slenyah 
Store relocates 
to its new  
location.  
 
The Natural 
Resources  
Office is  
built. 

2005  
The Stellat’en Oral 
History Project  
begins.  

2011  
The Community 
Garden starts.  

2012  
Youth group from  
Stellat’en travels to 
Vancouver for  
Gathering Our Voices 
Conference. 

2015 
Endako Mines  
operations are suspended.  
 
The Stella Language App 
is created.  
 
The Culture and  
Language Centre opens.  

2017 
The New 
Health and 
Wellness 
Building 
opens.  

2018 
The Water Plant  
begins operation.  
 
5 new homes and 3 
elders units are built.  
 
The Language Nest 
Program begins.  
 
The CCP process  
begins. 
 

Figure 2 : Stellat’en Community Timeline
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Total Population: 569*

37% 
On Reserve 63%

Off Reserve 

Over half of Stellat’en live off reserve with many residing in 
nearby Fraser Lake, Prince George, Vancouver and beyond!

2.3 Where do Stellat’en live? 

Duntem Yoo
(Bear)

LUK SlL YOO
(Caribou)

LHTSUMUS YOO
(Grouse)

LHTSEH YOO
(Frog)

TSA YOO
(Beaver)

Stellat’en clan crests designed by Peter George and displayed in the new hall.

2.4 Governance

• Stellat’en maintains a matrilineal clan system 
of governance through the Bah’lats (potlach)

• Five clans: duntem yoo (bear), luk sil yoo 
(caribou), lhtseh yoo (frog), tsa yoo (beaver)

• Currently operate under a custom electoral 
system with a chief and three councilors 

• One of seven (7) member nations of the 
Carrier-Sekani Tribal Council (CSTC) 

Traditional Governance Structure** Modern Governance Structure*

“It is the place where I grew up, I 
absolutely love living in this part of the 
country, its beautiful and gorgeous. I 
really enjoy living outside of the city. I 
really like the people around here.” 

On-Reserve-Members: 212 
Off-Reserve Members: 357

*INAC 2019  **SFN, 2019
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Stellat’en First Nation has two reserve lands, Stellaquo IR1 and Binta Lake IR2, which are a small subset of their 
traditional territory. Stellaquo IR1, Figure 3, is located on the western shore of Nadleh Bun (Fraser Lake pictured 
below), at the junction of two rivers, the Lhdula K’oh (Stellako) and the Nda K’oh (Endako). The community is 
accessed off of Highway 16, 160 km east of Prince George. Binta Lake is currently an unoccupied cultural site 82 
km southwest of Stellaquo, which can be seen in Figure 4, Stellat’en’s traditional territory map.

Figure 3: Map of Stellaquo IR1 

View of Nadleh Bun (Fraser Lake) from the park in the village Fraser Lake.

2.5 Geography and Land Base

To Prince George

To Burns Lake
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Community Garden Marrianne Louis Memorial Hall Soo’Ts’int’ah Bayah
Stellat’en Wellness Centre

New Hall Band Office Slenyah Store

2.6 Community Facilities 
Stellaquo has many community facilities and spaces. Soo’Ts’int’ah Bayah, Stellat’en Wellness Centre, is a large 
multi-functional wellness centre which has community meeting spaces, a beautiful community kitchen, and 
state of the art clinic spaces for medical appointments. Outdoor community facilities include a well loved and 
used community garden, smokehouse and outdoor skating rink.  Marrianne Louis Memorial Hall, is the original 
community hall fundraised by Marrianne Louis and opened in 1971 after her passing. The hall is a point of pride 
in the community and was recently renovated in 2018.  The “new hall” hosts the daycare “head start program”, 
a gym used for recreation, youth nights and community dinners, and a commercial kitchen. Due to high arsenic 
and mercury levels in the water, a new water treatment plant was installed in 2018, which provides residents of 
Stellaquo with potable drinking water. The Slenyah convenience store and gas station is located off of highway 16 
and provides a revenue source for the band.

Not pictured are the Language and Culture Centre, community smokehouse, fire hall, church, water treatment 
facility and the Education and Training Centre.
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3.0 Planning Process
This section will detail our methodology and approach when starting the CCP process with Stellat’en First Nation. 
We start by detailing the pre-planning phase, move into setting the CCP foundation, outline the engagement 
strategies we used and conclude with our data analysis methodology.  An overview of our engagement schedule 
throughout the eight months of the practicum can be found in Figure 5. 

3.1 Pre-Planning
3.1.1 Partnership and Community Learning Agreement 

As part of the UBC requirements for the placement, we created a student learning agreement which outlined our 
shared values, working styles and other components to ensure it would be an equitable and fulfilling partnership 
for the eight month practicum. In partnership and through review, a Community Learning Agreement (CLA) 
between ourselves and our community partner from Stellat’en First Nation, Adam Patrick, was created in the first 
two months of the practicum. In the CLA we outlined our expectations, outcomes and objectives for the practicum 
as well as our deliverables to the community. As part of the CLA, a three phase work plan was completed which 
included a pre-planning outline, engagement strategy and an analysis/reporting plan, all of which can be found 
in Appendix B. 

3.1.2 Pre-Planning Engagement Worksheets

Before each trip to community, we completed a pre-planning worksheet together which outlined our schedule 
objectives, and a pre-trip task list. These worksheets also included our engagement strategy which acted as a 
guideline for each session. The engagement strategy included an agenda, outline of the activity, and discussion 
questions. See Appendix C for an example of our pre-planning worksheet. 
 
3.1.3 Budgeting Applications

We were asked by our community partner to assist in writing an Indigenous Services Canada (ISC) funding 
application to support SFN’s CCP work. We assisted by completing the template provided by ISC with details of the 
project, including potential partners and other funding sources.  We budgeted out our costs for our flight, hotel, 
car rental and engagement materials. We used our already existing work plan to ensure that all engagements 
were able to be accounted and budgeted for. 
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3.2 Setting the CCP Foundation 
3.2.1 Establishing the CCP Advisory Committee

To ensure community buy-in and ensure the process was community driven, we worked to establish a CCP Advisory 
Committee. Through our communication strategies, we sent out emails to those who indicated interest in being a 
part of the committee, posted on the community Facebook page and asked community members to reach out to 
members they thought would be a good fit for the committee. In our call out for members, we specified that the 
committee should be made up of those who represent the entire community (elders, youth, traditional leadership, 
council and general membership).  We drafted up an outline for the Terms of Reference (see Appendix D) which 

September 2018

October 2018

November 2018

January 2019

February 2019

April 2019

Engagement 
Timeline

October 3-5
Chief & Council meeting to introduce the CCP Process

October 23-26
First CCP Community Dinner Held in Stellaquo
Meeting held with Elders at the Language & Culture 
Centre

November 21-23
CCP engagement open houses and 
community dinners were held in 
Stellaquo and Prince George with 31 
people attending in total.

UBC Students Michelle & Cody 
from the School of Community and 
Regional Planning are placed with 
Stellat’en First Nation to initate the 

CCP Process

January 22-24
CCP Advisory Committee was established. 
Visioning exercises were completed through youth and 
elder focus groups, interviews, and a community dinner 
engagement session in Stellaquo. There were a total of 
65 participants in the five meetings that were held. 

February 28
Vancouver engagement with 13 
people attending a focus group 
discussion on what their vision is for 
the communities future.

April  2-5
Final visit from UBC students.  Included 
reporting back what they heard over the 
last 8 months, youth games night, elders 
lunch, chief & council meeting as well as a 
final community celebration dinner. 

Figure 5:  CCP Engagement Timeline 
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included discussion questions for the first advisory committee 
meeting. We led the first meeting discussion and then wrote a draft 
for the committee to review. The main challenges we had with 
establishing this committee were awareness about the CCP process, 
and encouraging diverse representation from all members of the 
community. Further discussions are now occurring on how best to 
diversify the advisory committee to ensure there is off-reserve, 
youth, elder and clan representation. In total, during our practicum 
we hosted one initial meeting in January as well as a wrap up 
meeting in April. One of the deliverables to the community was a 
detailed work plan for the Advisory Committee which can be found 
in Appendix E.

3.2.2 Hiring of CCP Coordinator 
(L-R): Michelle Cuomo, CCP coordinatory Roselita 
Louis, and Cody Kenny outside the resource office.

During our practicum, we played a supporting role in the hiring of the CCP Coordinator. Upon request we gathered 
and provided the administration a draft job description. The job posting was approved and put out at the end of 
January 2019 and closed at the beginning of February 2019. We posted the job on Facebook and sent out several 
emails to our CCP mailing list. The job was posted in the community newsletter and on posters in the health 
centre, community centre and band office. Roselita Louis was hired as CCP coordinator in March 2019. Part of our 
role was to prepare her by providing a detailed work plan from April till August, which can be found in Appendix 
E, and detailing the work that has already been completed.

3.3 Engagement and Communication Strategies
In total, we engaged and collected information from 124 participants from October to February. Most of our 
engagements occurred in Stellaquo through various gatherings using different facilitation techniques. In 
addition to those engagements, we conducted an online/paper survey, had one community dinner in Prince 
George, and one community dinner in Vancouver. To see details of how each engagement was facilitated and 
the questions asked, see Appendix F. Our key engagement and communication strategies, described in more 
detail in Table 1, were used to ensure we were reaching both on and off reserve membership and ensuring the 
broader community, elders, youth, staff, chief and council as well as traditional leadership were involved in the 
process. For a breakdown of the proportion of participants by engagement type, see Figure 7. The majority of the 
124 participants came through community dinners (51%), followed by the engagement surveys (23%), elders 
engagements (11%), youth engagement (8%) and lastly interviews (7%). 
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Strategy Used Strategy Description

Online/Paper 
Engagement Survey

The survey had fifteen (15) questions that asked about the demographics of each 
respondent (age, gender) as well as how they wanted to be contacted about CCP events 
and updates on the process. The survey was distributed at the November Stellaquo and 
Prince George community dinners as well made available online. The results of the 
engagement survey can be found in section 4.1.

Stellat’en CCP Update 
Newsletter

After each community visit, a simple two page newsletter was put together to include 
a summary of what had been discussed in the session, an overview summary of what 
we heard at the session and a description of next steps for the CCP process. These 
newsletters were distributed through the Stellat’en First Nation community newsletter, 
our CCP email list as well as the Facebook page and provided in paper copy at each 
engagement session we attended. In total, four update newsletters were produced 
for the community. Attached to each newsletter was a “What is a CCP?” one pager 
outlining the basic details of a CCP. See Appendix H for the newsletters.

Facebook Group Posts

Many members in our engagement survey said that they use the Stellat’en First Nation 
Facebook page for community updates. We posted frequently on the Facebook page 
providing links to the most recent newsletter, a call for advisory committee members, 
the posting of the CCP Coordinator position and notifying the community about 
upcoming CCP events.

Community Dinners 
We hosted five(5) community dinners with a total of 84 participants. Three (3) in 
Stellaquo, one (1) in Prince George and one (1) in Vancouver. The purpose of these 
meetings were to inform and gather data for different sections of the CCP.

Elders Meetings/
Luncheons

We hosted two (2) elders meetings with a total of  thirteen (13) participants at the 
health centre and the language centre. The purpose of these meetings was to engage 
with elders on their thoughts of the CCP process and get their input.

Youth Night We hosted one (1) youth night with ten (10) youth. The purpose was to introduce the 
youth to the CCP process and gather information on how they envision the community.

Interviews

We did eight (8) fifteen to twenty minute interviews with five staff and two elders. We 
asked each interviewee a series of value and visioning questions. Staff were also asked 
a series of questions about how they see the comprehensive community plan fitting 
into their work and what support they require as staff to do their job better.

Table 1: Overview of engagement and communications strategies used 
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Figure 6:  Proportion of Participants by Engagement Type

3.3.1 Community Dinners

In total, we held five (5) community dinners with the primary purpose being presenting information and CCP data 
gathering. Through the community dinners we held in Stellaquo, Prince George and Vancouver, we engaged with 
a total of 84 participants. 

Stellaquo 

At the three engagements in Stellaquo (October, November, 2018 and January 2019), approximately 20 members 
showed up at each session. It is worth noting that many of the members who attended the Stellaquo community 
dinners were the same participants, however, different information was being collected or presented at each 
session. The November dinner was held in conjunction with the Firelight Group and planner Angel Ransom who 
are working on a Traditional Use Study and Land Use Plan for Stellat’en First Nation. A final presentation to 
the Stellaquo community, summary of the results from what we heard, and a “passing of the torch” to the CCP 
coordinator and advisory committee were presented on April 4 at the community wrap up celebration, with 31 
members attending (these members were not included in our 124 participants).
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Prince George

The engagement session held in November in Prince George at the Lheidli T’enneh community centre was 
also held in conjunction with Firelight Group and Angel Ransom. There were 11 participants at this session. 
Due to time and financial constraints only one visit to Prince George was made. However, as outlined in our 
“Recommendations for Future Planning” section 5.0 of this report, we suggest that the community continue to 
engage with off reserve membership including Prince George.

Figure 7:  Example of December newsletter

 
Vancouver 

This engagement session was held on February 28, 2019 
on the University of British Columbia campus in Vancouver. 
We had 13 participants come to the engagement session 
which started with dinner, a presentation from Carrier 
Sekani Family Services, an introduction presentation to the 
CCP and a focus group discussion. This community dinner 
was unique as we considered the members attending this 
session to be more “off-reserve” than members that live in 
the traditional territory. Based on the information already 
gathered in previous sessions, we did not attempt to focus 
on one particular section of the CCP during this engagement 
rather, on broader questions about their relationship to 
their community. These questions were included on a 
paper worksheet where participants could write down their 
answers as well. 

3.3.2 Youth Engagement

We held one youth engagement session on January 23rd, 2019 in Stellaquo with 10 youth attending. We played 
games interspersed with the engagement activities. During this engagement session we gathered information 
pertaining to the “Where we are now section” (SWOT), and the “Where do we want to go” (Visioning and Values) 
sections of the Comprehensive Community Plan. As a way to give back and honour the request of the youth, we 
held a just for fun games night during our last April visit where we played games in the new hall. 

3.3.3 Elders Engagements

The first elders session we held was in October 2018 at the Language and Culture centre with seven (7) elders 
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attending. The purpose of the session was to introduce them to the CCP and get there thoughts on how to go about 
the process. We held a second elders engagement session on January 23rd, 2019 at the Soo’Ts’int’ah Bayah 
(Stellat’en Wellness Centre), five (5) elders and three (3) health staff attended the session. We approached these 
sessions as focus group style engagements, where we asked questions regarding to the community history and 
values. We gave an update to the elders during our last visit to Stellaquo in April.

3.3.4 Interviews

From January 22-25th, 2019 we met with eight (8) community members (6 staff and 2 elders) to conduct 
interviews. We created a series of questions that we asked each person about what they loved about their 
community, what it meant to be Stellat’en, among others. For employees who worked in the band office, we also 
asked how the CCP could assist them in their work and what type of supports they require in their position. The 
full set of interview questions that were used can be found in Appendix F. 

3.4 Data Analysis
Given the amount of data we collected, we went through a rigorous data analysis process. We categorized each 
response we received through the engagements as either a SWOT, values, or visioning question. Through our 
initial analysis we created eight (8) community goals and sorted the responses under each of the goals. We 
tagged each response with up to three (3) descriptive codes, and where possible, created a pathway. For more 
details about the questions we asked, how we quantified our data, and a detailed breakdown of the analysis, see 
Appendix G.

One of the many sets of flip chart papers that were 
digitized and used in our analysis.

L-R: Jordana Luggi, Justine Wallace, Carrie Ann Kennedy, 
Nicole Cardinal, Desiree Louis, Cody Kenny, Lyana Patrick, 
Michelle Cuomo, Kailan, Patricia Louis, Violet Kennedy, 
Jeannie Parnell after a sucessful Vancouver engagement.
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4.0 Results of Data Analysis 
This section of the report will explain the data that we collected from each engagement and our analysis. This 
includes the engagement survey, a situational assessment, community values, and finally the emerging CCP 
framework. 

4.1 Engagement Survey Results
The results from our engagement survey that we conducted in the early stages of the practicum allowed us 
to determine who we were engaging with, the best way to communicate with members, and when to host 
engagement sessions.

Through this survey we started building a CCP email list to continue updating members. Out of the 29 survey 
responses, we found that the age demographic that we most engaged was with adults (38%) and elders (38%). 
Youth were underrepresented with only one survey response. 

The top three ways that Stellat’en community members said they stay updated about the community are through 
word of mouth (75%), the community newsletter (71%), and the Stellat’en Facebook group (60%). When asked 
how members want to be updated with CCP information, the top responses were through the Facebook group 
(55%), community newsletter (41%), door-to-door delivery (41%), and email (31%). 

We concluded that weekday evenings would be the best time to engage with members. Over 90% of respondents 
indicated that they would be able to meet during this time. This survey also allowed us to prioritize reaching 
certain groups to engage with during the CCP process. Off reserve membership told us they did not often feel 
informed or engaged with. This informed our engagement strategy as we attempted to reach to off reserve 
members living in Prince George and Vancouver. 
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4.2 Situational Assessment 
As part of the “where are we now” section of the CCP, we complied members responses and summarized areas of 
strength, pride, unity and resilience as well as challenges that currently exist in the community.  A summary of 
the current strengths and challenges that were identified can be found in Table 2. 

4.2.1 Strengths

Stellat’en have many strengths as a community with a strong pride for their culture, highly educated members, a 
beautiful traditional territory as well as great community facilities and on going events. 

Coming Together as a Community

Coming together as community facilitates fun and play, gets members participating in culture and land-based 
activities, and strengthens community connections. Members have identified that by coming together through 
programs and events, they are happier, feel more connected to each other, and have a better sense of their 
identity. Events such as the Salmon Festival, and programs such as the community garden, movie and karaoke 
night, elders tea, are all examples of community get-togethers where this occurs for the community. 

“I love the beauty of the land. I love the atmosphere. Its the most beautiful place on the earth”

Strengths Challenges 
• Coming together as a community
• Beauty of the land
• Cultural pride
• Community Facilities
• Education

• Healing 
• Lack of job opportunities
• Trust in administration
• Youth programming
• Land availability
• Improved communication and inclusion

Table 2:  Summary of current community strengths and challenges 
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“Right now we are 
in the middle of 
our dictionary. I am 
happy that this will 
lasts for years and 
that we are keeping 
our tradition alive.“

“Growing up, I always knew I was Carrier...I always knew that I was from Stellaquo. 
I always knew that this is where I was connected to. I don’t feel like I have the strong 
teachings, for a whole lot of reasons. But these opportunities, the CCP, to be able to take 
my kid to the Salmon Festival a couple years ago, to see my son drumming there, I was 
just so happy. Having the chance for him to grow up more Carrier than I ever did.”

Beauty of the land 

Stellat’en’s traditional territory is a natural landscape of beautiful lakes, rivers, 
valleys, mountains and forests. There are invaluable cultural areas throughout 
including the sacred area Tselkin (Red Rock). Community members are able to 
hunt, fish, trap, harvest medicines and berries, hike, travel, and camp on their 
land. Since birth, members have an inherent connection and pride for their 
territory. Members are proud of how clean and well maintained the Stellaquo 
reserve is kept. 

Cultural Pride 

Stellat’en are a proud community with rich cultural ceremonies, traditions 
and practices. They are proud speakers of the Dakelh language; led by their 
traditional matriarchal clan system and the Bah’lats; and have many sacred 
sites throughout their territory. Contemporarily, members are reclaiming and 
revitalizing their culture through language programs, investing in youth, and 
listening to and recording the wisdom and language of their elders. 

Community Facilities 

Community infrastructure and facilities has been expressed as a major area of 
pride for Stellat’en. From paving the roads and adding streetlights, addition of 
new homes, and the recent construction of the water treatment facility and the 
Health and Wellness Centre. Community infrastructure is highly valued, and 
this is particularly reflected in the story of the Marianne Louise Memorial Hall. 
This project was single handedly fundraised by family members over the course 
of two years in the 1970s, and is now under renovations to be used as it was 
many years ago and to preserve its history and rich heritage. 
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4.2.2 Challenges 

Through our conversations, Stellat’en have identified the following areas 
they would like to see change, to improve the overall well-being and unity 
of their community.

“Maybe if we have 
ceremonies that heal 
our spirits, or call our 

spirits back to us. I 
definitely feel like my 
Carrier Dakelh spirit is 
on the land waiting for 

me to get it back.”

Healing 

The need for community healing has been a recurring topic among 
our discussions. Issues such as lateral violence, families bickering, 
and bullying, have been identified as areas that need to be addressed 
among members. A lot of these negativities stem from previous traumas 
experienced during Lejac Residential School, and are now carrying 
forward through intergenerational effects. 

Lack of job opportunities 

The declining economic health of the surrounding area effects Stellat’en. 
Due to Endako Mine closing and the sawmill closing a shift, community 
members have lost jobs, and the neighboring town, Fraser Lake, has been 
experiencing population decline and loss of businesses. This has resulted 
in a lack of meaningful and diverse employment opportunities. Members 
who live outside Stellaquo have mentioned this is a main reason to not 
move back to their community.

Trust in administration and leadership

The community seems divided when asked if there is a trust in their 
administration and leadership. On one side, community members believe 

“Getting together more often. 
Respecting one another 
more often. Not having 

lateral violence. I see that 
it makes people weak and 
sick. I want to see people 
get along. Because we are 
all one. We are all Stella. 
People are welcome to say 
what they want at meeting. 

But I don’t like the fighting or 
the targeting, the pointing of 
fingers. This community needs 

major healing.”

Education 

Education is highly valued among community members. It was brought up many times that Stellat’en members 
are highly educated and that this is a source of pride for the community. From our discussions, we found that 
Stellat’en are proud of their youth for their high graduation rates from 
secondary school, and their thirst for knowledge by continuing education 
into high-level college, trades, university and graduate degree programs. 
On-reserve, children are educated through the Head Start Program, and 
adults through the Education and Skills Training Centre. 
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in their governance, on the other, there are perceived notions of nepotism 
and a lack of transparency in leadership decisions and hiring practices, 
within the administration.

Youth programming 

Lack of programs and activities for youth to do on-reserve has been 
identified as an issue among adults, elders and youth. Because of this, 
members are worried about youth turning to alcohol and drug use. The 
youth we spoke to suggested weekly games nights, arts and culture 
programming as well as building the outdoor ice rink in the winter as 
activities they are keen to participate in.

Land availability

As the community grows, adequate land for new housing is becoming 
harder to find and the infrastructural capacity for new housing is being 
reduced. It has been mentioned throughout our work that the reserve 
land base is shrinking as new houses and facilities are being constructed, 
that wastewater management is reaching capacity in the lagoon, and that 
drinking water is still a concern, even with the construction of the new 
water treatment facility. 

Improved communication and inclusion of all 
members

In our discussions, it has been brought up that members want more 
support through increased community programs, activities, cultural 
events, as well as improving communication.  Members want to see 
consistent and timely communication of chief and council minutes, events, 
band policies, job postings and external discussions the band is involved 
in (for example Coastal Gas Link). Some members feel that there is little 
to no communication between the community and band administration.  
This is particularly felt by members living off reserve.
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Figure 8:  Word Salmon Demonstrating Values of Stellat’en 

4.3 Community Values 
Through the various methods of data collection we wanted to know what 
the community valued.  We asked the community in one engagement 
session “what they value” in each of the following areas: community 
health, culture, education, family, governance, and land. 

We took the results of this engagement combined with interview responses 
and focus group discussions, and summarized them. The results were that 
community gatherings and cultural traditions are highly valued by the 
community. Revitalizing the Dakelh language as well as the traditional 
governance system was also highly valued by Stellat’en membership as 
showcased in the word salmon in Figure 8. The values that were most 
popular have the largest font size in the word cloud.

“I really appreciate and 
am honoured by all 

the women who I have 
been fortunate enough 
to grow around. I really 
am honoured by all the 
grandmothers we have 
in our community. I feel 
like they have a lot of 

knowledge. And they are 
the pillars of our culture 
and cultural identity. I 

think they have instilled a 
lot of that in us.“



“For me it means where my family has grown and where my 
grandmother is from. If means that I am strong, and I work 
hard, and that I believe in the creator. That if we work hard 
and we are strong and have faith, that everything will turn 
out.”

What does it mean to be Stellat’en?

“It’s a very strong and powerful connection to the land that I 
live on, and the people I live here with”

What do you love about Stellat’en?

“The pride and care of community”

“To be part of the matriarchal clan system”

“Resilience and strength of the Bah’lats”
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4.4 Emerging Stellat’en CCP Framework
When we initiated this process, we anticipated a three year timeline for the CCP process. The outcome of our 
engagements had led to us to completing phase one and creating the framework for Stellat’en’s Comprehensive 
Community Plan. As outlined in the previous sections we have started to build components of the CCP by drafting 
a community timeline, the situational assessment, and identifying community values. The next steps, outlined 
in 5.0, will address gaps in our work and recommend the areas where SFN should continue to plan. Through our 
analysis we identified eight (8) community goals, several strategies and multiple steps based on the input from 
our various engagement methods the framework of which can be seen in Figure 9. These three areas make up 
the initial framework of what will help inform Stellat’en in the creation of their CCP. The full breakdown of their 
community goals, pathways and steps can be found in Appendix I. It should be noted that these are draft, they 
were presented to chief and council, as well as the advisory committee, but have not been thoroughly verified by 
the community. 

4.5.1 Community Goals

Eight (8) community goals were identified as a result of our engagements with the community. These areas 
should feed into the broader community vision. The culmination of the input we received from the community 
looked at areas Stellat’en is strong and proud of, where they see opportunities to grow and flourish, as well as 
challenges. The eight community goals are:
1. Community Wellness and Healing: 
Contribute to the overall health and wellness of the 
community.

2. Housing and Community Infrastructure: 
Provide housing and diverse infrastructure that fulfils 
our members needs.

3. Cultural Vibrancy and Traditional Life: 
Celebrate and strengthen our rich cultural identity and 
traditions.

4. Economic Development: 
Develop a sustainable economic base that aligns with 
our yinka Dené values 

5. Family and Social Conditions: 
Foster and promote healthy relationships throughout 
the community.

6. Education and Training: 
Build our capacity by providing excellent education and 
training opportunities.

7. Environment and Relationship with the Land: 
Steward our lands for the many generations to come.

8. Governance and Administration: 
Provide strong, transparent leadership and 
communication that respects both traditional and 
modern governance systems.



Figure 9:  Emerging CCP Framework

COMMUNITY VISION   
To be created 

Cultural Vibrancy and Traditional Life 
 

Celebrate and strengthen our rich cultural identity and traditions 
 
 

Regularly celebrate cultural ceremonies and events.  
 

Expand cultural teachings in the traditional territory by offering land 
based programs.  

 
Expand language programming for youth and adults through  

education programs and tools.  
 

Provide more and diverse opportunities for cultural teachings.  

Governance and Administration 
 

Provide strong transparent leadership and communication that  
respects both traditional and modern governance systems  

 
 

Assert our inherent indigenous rights and title to our land through  
negotiation and partnership agreements with other governments. 

 
Improve communication between band administration and members 

by offering consistent and diverse methods.   
 

Increase transparency of band administration, leadership and  
decision making by communicating with members more frequently.  

 
Revitalize traditional governance structure.  

Community Wellness and Healing 
 

To improve the health and wellness of our entire community  
 
 

Provide opportunities to address the intergenerational  
effects and survivor trauma from residential schools for  

members.  
 

Address and prevent substance abuse within the community 
through education programs and workshops.  

 
Provide recreation and activity programming for youth and adults. 

 
Ensure traditional food security through growing, harvesting, and  

sharing our own food.   
 

Provide opportunities to foster connection and improve  
communication for and with off-reserve members.  

Environment and Relationship with the Land 
 

Steward our lands for the many generations to come 
 
 

Adapt to wildfire risk through fire safety and security initiatives.  

Housing and Community Infrastructure 
 

Provide housing options and diverse infrastructure that fulfills all our 
members needs  

 
 

Provide affordable and comfortable housing for all members through 
renovation and construction of new housing.  

 
Create more recreation opportunities on reserve and within our  

traditional territory.  
 

Upgrade existing community service infrastructure.  
 

Build and maintain community facilities that facilitate social gathering.  

Economic Development 
 

Develop a sustainable economic base that aligns with our yinka Dené 
values 

 
 

Explore potential economic opportunities in the tourism, retail, service, 
and industry sectors.  

 
Create meaningful long-term employment positions that facilitate  

our members to use their talents and skills.  
 

Create job opportunities for youth.  

Education and Training  
 

Build our capacity by providing excellent education and training  
 
 

Provide opportunities for our members that allows for professional  
 and personal skills development.  

Family and Social Conditions  
 

Foster and promote healthy relationships throughout the community 
 
 
 

Create respectful relationships between community members through 
workshops and community events.  

 
Develop policies that promote equity and fairness within band  

administration. 
 

Increase community social programming through community events 
and programs.  

 
Increase safety and security of community through bylaw enforcement 

programs.  
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During our final visit in April, we met with the Advisory Committee and the community to ensure that these eight 
community goals were correct and on track. The next step, which will be discussed in more detail in section 5.0, 
will be to prioritize these goals to see the areas the community would most like to focus on. 

4.5.2 Pathways

Pathways act as a more direct way to achieving the broad community goals identified above. Through feedback 
and engagement with the community we have compiled and identified several pathways for each community 
goal. For example, community wellness and healing, was mentioned often in our discussions and so it has many 
pathways. However, these pathways do need to be verified and further defined by the community as there are 
some gaps. For example, through our analysis we were able to create one concrete pathway to achieving the 
broader goal for Environment and Relationship to the Land and for Education and Training. More community 
input and engagement will need to be done to fill in these gap areas. 

4.5.3 Steps

Steps are the key to implementing the CCP and working toward achieving each pathway and goal. Steps are 
realistic, specific and time bound, meaning they have a defined beginning and end which work to achieve a 
pathway. The community shared many ideas of how they could achieve the community goals and pathways we 
have outlined above. Some steps may help achieve multiple pathways. For example, one of the suggested steps 
was to create a cultural camp at Binta Lake. We categorized this step under the goal “cultural vibrancy and 
traditional life, under the pathway of “expand cultural teachings in the traditional territory by offering land based 
programs”. However, this step could also help achieve the broader community goal of “wellness and healing”.

4.5.4 Other Gaps in the Framework

Gap areas for the overall CCP framework include a comprehensive history of Stellat’en in their own words, as well 
as a community vision statement. These are areas we have suggested the CCP coordinator explore and work on 
over the summer of 2019 to fill in and keep the planning momentum going. 
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5.0 Future Planning Recommendations
Part of our deliverables to Stellat’en included a detailed work plan for the Advisory Committee and the CCP 
Coordinator to ensure that the planning work continues forward into the summer. In addition to the work plans, 
we have expanded on five key areas we recommend Stellat’en continue to work towards this summer. 

5.1 Validate and build on the work completed to date 
Take the work Cody and Michelle have summarized such as the community timeline, the goals, pathways and 
steps and validate it with all community members. In addition, the creation of a community vision statement as 
well as a comprehensive history of Stellat’en. 

5.2 Continue Building Momentum and Buy-In
In our short time with Stellat’en we did not get a chance to do door-to-door notifications about the CCP process. It 
may be valuable to ensure that members located within Stellaquo are aware what is going on and how they can 
get involved. Another way to continue to build awareness of the process is to set up booths at already existing, 
well attended events for example Salmon Festival, bingo nights, and the Annual General Assembly. Involving the 
youth in the CCP process is critical to show they have a voice and they matter. 

5.3  Ensure ALL members are engaged
Through discussions with Stellat’en members, people on and off reserve want to continue to be involved in the 
CCP process. Members expressed the need for the advisory committee to have representation from all clan group 
and involvement of traditional leadership in the CCP process. It is suggested to have an update meeting with 
members in Prince George to get their input on the work completed to date. 

5.3.1 Diversifying the Advisory Committee

Ensuring that the committee has representation from all clans, elders and youth as well as off and on reserve 
membership is critical in ensuring everyone feels included in the planning process. Plans that have succeeded in 
communities have done so based on having everyone in the community feeling that they have been included and 
reached out to in the process. 
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5.3.2 Hosting Clan/Family Specific Engagements

In our engagements, we were told by members that they would like to have smaller group discussions. One 
way of ensuring representation from all clans/families is to host clan specific engagements/open houses where 
members from each clan could get together to discuss the planning process and outcomes. Other nations have 
successfully used this model. 

5.3.3 Communications 

Many members expressed concerns around transparency and communications of band affairs especially for 
off reserve membership. We recommend that Stellat’en continue to provide regular updates on the CCP process 
at monthly community dinners as well as writing up summaries of each engagement session in the form of a 
newsletter. Distribution of the newsletter is recommended to be distributed through the Facebook group, through 
the email list, and in hard copy at locations around the community. 

5.4.Give the plan a Stellat’en feel 
The CCP process is an opportunity to showcase members creativity as well as infuse cultural elements into the plan 
itself. Language was noted highly as one of the values Stellat’en people hold. Engaging with the elders or the 
language centre to develop Dakelh phrases to describe the planning process and/or each of the sections of the 
CCP, translating the final vision statement into Dakelh are a few ideas on how the language can be incorporated 
into the CCP. Getting youth involved in this process has been successful in other communities. This is also a way to 
include off reserve membership in the process. Some examples from other communities are:

• A youth logo contest: Creating a CCP logo that represents Stellat’en people, the land and the overall vision of 
the plan.

• Photo contest or artwork submissions: What are your favourite places in the traditional territory? What does it 
mean to be Stellat’en? Could have age categories with prizes to involve all members.

5.5  Quick Start Projects
A quick start project is an initiative that has been identified as having an immediate need in the community and 
that can easily be achieved with little funds or resources. We have identified a few quick start projects Stellaquo 
could investigate implementing over the summer not only to keep the planning alive but also meet a few of the 
immediate needs of the community.
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5.5.1 Members Skills, Talents and Knowledge Inventory

The CCP advisory committee as well as other members identified the need for a community skills inventory so 
members and administration know who to call on when they need help, advice or expertise in a certain area. 
This can be offered online (SFN has a Surveymonkey account) as well as in paper. It is a way to celebrate all the 
talent people have in the community as well as creating a resource of who people can reach out to if they require 
a certain skill set. 

5.5.2 Regular Game Nights for Youth

The youth as well as others in the community have identified a need for young people to have a place to gather 
and hang out. We were informed regular game nights used to happen in the community. In preparation for hiring 
a longer term youth coordinator, SFN could identify someone in the community who is willing to host regular 
youth game nights weekly by opening up the gym and supervising/hosting specific games and activities. We 
hosted two of these nights during our practicum and they were well received by the community. 

5.5.3 Host a Bingo and Vision Writing Night

In our last visit to Stellaquo we suggested to the Advisory committee and the CCP coordinator to find creative 
ways to get people to come to planning events. One of the suggestions that came out of the brainstorming was 
a planning and bingo night(s) to write the community vision statement. This successful planning approach has 
been used by the Haida as a way to encourage members to gather through a mutually enjoyed activity and 
getting members of all ages and demographics involved in the planning process. It also is a good way to draw out 
community members that may not normally come to a planning session. 

5.5.4 Host an Art Night

Youth and adults were looking for opportunities to come together as a community. One of the suggestions was to 
host an art class where members of all ages could gather and be creative together. This is a simple project that 
would require minimal resources and cost to host. In addition, the art pieces created could be included into the 
final CCP.
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6.0 Lessons Learned 
Throughout our practicum placement there were many challenges and successes experienced in the planning 
process. In this section, we take time to reflect on how the practicum placement has shaped us personally and 
how it will help inform our planning practice going forward. Although the practicum placement has pushed us 
emotionally, mentally and physically over the last eight months we have learned so much about ourselves, from 
the community, each other and our mentor. We recognize that learning in this field is a lifelong journey and we  
look forward to continue learning and unlearning throughout our careers.

6.1 Fly in, fly out planning
Long travel days and condensed engagement sessions can be 
physically and emotionally exhausting, not just for planners 
but for communities as well. Given our proximity to Stellaquo, 
we had to ensure our pre-planning for each engagement was 
well throughout and ensure that the time we were spending in 
the community, was useful and valuable. 

We had to rely on our host community more in terms of 
coordinating and organizing logistics such as catering and 
advertisements. We had to trust that those communications 
were going into the newsletter and being physically 
posted around the community without being able to help 
beyond creating the communication materials. We took on 
responsibility to support the process through posting on the 
Facebook Group as well as sending notifications through email 
as much as possible in an effort to take the pressure off of 
those in the administration. 

This reinforced the need for having a CCP foundation 
established, to have a team you can rely on that is in the 
community to keep the planning going when you are not 
there. Setting this foundation creates the need for the 
community and band administration to commit to the process 
and take ownership for it. Within this, it was also critical to 
remember to go with the flow, when things didn’t work out 
like we anticipated, we had to re-evaluate and move on in the 

Top (L-R): Michelle Cuomo, Amelia Bearheart and Cody Kenny 
pose for a photo at Prince George airport. Bottom: Posing for 
a photo with Muskwa after a hard day of work.
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best way we could with the resources we had, and not be hard on 
ourselves for things out of our control. 

6.2 Trust building is difficult but crucial 
When doing “fly in, fly out planning” like we did in our 
practicum, it became obvious early on that trust building was 
going to be difficult. How do you establish genuine relationships 
with people who you only interact with for short periods of 
time? Part of what we learned was that trust building can be 
done in many different ways. The first was to make connections 
in the community with key people. Many of our helpers in the 
community were those from the administration who saw value 
in the CCP process. By having conversations with them and 
getting them on our side, it helped us establish a presence in 
the community without being there all the time. Another way 
was to ensure transparency in our process. We did this through 
the distribution of the CCP newsletter after each of our trips. 
This is helpful for those who attended, as well as for those who 
had not been able to attend. We also tried to have a social 
media presence by introducing ourselves through the Stellat’en 
community Facebook page and by posting frequently about 
planning events and surveys.  

6.3 Creating different spaces for 
conversation
The facilitation techniques you choose are critical to shaping 
the types of information people are willing to share with you. 
Large group facilitations like community dinners allow for large 
amounts of data collection which can give you a good overview 
and general context of the community. Large gatherings offer 
a forum to promote the CCP process and report back to the 
community on what you have heard from them and verify that 
information. Smaller group discussions that are focused on a few 

Getting our photo with Doug Close owner of the infamous 
Senor Duggies Mexican Restaurant in Fraser Lake.

Cody taking in the view at Nadleh Bun (Fraser Lake). 

Michelle setting up for an interview with staff at the 
Wellness Centre.
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key questions can allow you to elaborate on and go deeper into some of the 
content that was expressed in the larger group discussions. This became clear 
from our Vancouver engagement session. With a small group of people it quickly 
became a space people felt comfortable speaking in. There was very good 
conversation that flowed from that type of space. Had more time allowed, we 
would have liked to replicate that type of engagement strategy in Prince George 
as well to elicit more in depth response from off reserve members to gain their 
insights and get a better picture of their experience as off reserve members. 
One of our planning recommendations is for the community to find ways to 
create smaller group conversations to happen, whether it is through small focus 
groups with certain clusters of people, or through family or clan meetings. The 
important thing is to create spaces that are comfortable for people. Our next 
step in furthering the engagement strategy would have been to figure out 
diverse ways to reach more people in the community. 

6.4 Take care of yourself and eachother
As mentioned earlier, remote work can be emotionally and mentally draining. 
In our community learning agreement we came up with strategies and 
commitments to take time for self care when needed. Ask for support when you 
need it whether it be from your partner or your mentor. When your always on 
the road, eating out and staying in hotels, it can be hard to remember to take 
time for yourself, eat well and exercise. Doing these simple things can ensure 
that you are physically but also mentally prepared to do the work in a good 
way. The conversations that come up in a planning process can be difficult and it 
is important to take time to debrief through journaling or talking it through with 
your partner. 

Cody and Michelle outside Prince George airport. On the Skytrain home from our last visit to Stellaquo.

Running into some sus (bears) in 
Prince George.
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Appendix A: Stellat’en Contemporary Planning History 

Stellat’en First Nation’s contemporary planning history is diverse. A summary of planning 
documents that were provided to us is listed in the table below with a summary of each plan, it 
should be noted that this is not a complete list as it only goes through the last 22 years of 
previous contemporary planning. Community members noted there were other plans that had 
been done in the community around infrastructure but these were not done in consultation with 
the community. The plans that were provided reflect a diversity of planning areas, these include 
overall community planning, health and wellness, recreation and land use. It should be noted 
that this is only a subset of the contemporary planning history and does not take into account 
the diverse planning history that was part of Stellat’en’s traditional governance and land 
management systems.  

Overview of Stellat’en’s Contemporary Planning History (Last 20 years) 

Name of Plan Date Summary of Plan Features 

Natural Resource 
Assessment 

Strategic Planning 
Initiative 

1997 
This document outlines summary notes from a strategic planning session held on 
November 20, 1997. It goes over the feedback that the community had given specifically 
on natural resource topics such as fisheries and wildlife management. 

Vision Quest 2001: 
Stellat’en First 

Nation Community 
Process 

1998 

Vision Quest 2001, is a set of community notes from a January 15-16, 1998 community 
hall meeting. Approximately 17 people were in attendance for the two day session. It is a 
short document that discusses vision for the future as well as current status of the 
community. 

Stellat’en First 
Nation: Planning 
Workshop Report 

2007 

This report details the notes from a three day community planning workshop which was 
held in Stellaquo October 10-12, 2007. Fifty eight (58) people from the community 
participated in the workshop. The report summarizes the results of the SWOT analysis 
that was done during the workshop. As well it has a detailed section called "Vision 2030" 
which narrates a vision of what the community would like to see Stellaquo look like in 
2030. These statements are used in the 2015 community plan. The report also outlines 
the strategies and implementation timelines for completion. 

Stellat'en First 
Nation: Health 

Planning Workshop 
(DRAFT) 

2011 

Two health planning workshops were held on January, 31 and March, 4 of 2011, this plan 
was drafted by the Community Health Rep, with twenty one (21) participants between the 
two sessions. The Draft plan has notes from the meeting on what is currently working and 
what wasn’t working. It also included top community priorities related to health and 
wellness and draft goals with 3-5 year timelines. The top priorities in the plan were Patient 
Travel, housing, youth culture, addictions, chronic illness. In addition the plan has 
attached Stellat'en Health Operations Plans that outline expected results for year one, 
and those who are responsible to lead. The plan is being used by the Community Health 
Rep to guide the work they do in response to health priorities in the community. 



Stellat’en First 
Nation Community 

Plan 
2015 

The Stellat'en First Nation 2015 Community Plan, was written by Kari Huhtala. The plan 
outlines 8 community plan actions: community leadership, engage people, culture & 
language, community health and well being, economic development, partnerships & 
relationships, thriving lands, community plan monitoring and evaluation. Under each, 
there are several objectives and they outline who is responsible and the timeline for 
completion. Several community planning workshops inform the writing of the plan. There 
was one in October 12-14, 2007 as well as a draft community plan workshop in August 
14, 2014. 

Stellat’en First 
Nation Tse Koo 

Shun Khet: 
Community 

Wellness Initiative 
(CWI) Safety Plan 

(DRAFT) 

2017 

The Stellat'en Community Safety Plan was drafted in 2017. It is unclear in the document 
the purpose of the plan. It does outline however a set of comprehensive Strategic 
Priorities for the community in the areas of: mental health, addictions, community safety, 
youth and mentorship, employment, elders, housing, justice and communications. Each 
strategic priority has outlined objectives, leads and timeframes for implementing each 
objective. It is unclear if this plan is currently being used by staff at Stellat'en First Nation. 

Stellat’en First 
Nation Economic 

Development Plan 2018 

The Economic Development Plan written by Stellat'en First Nation, summarizes the 
current employment, education and economic conditions that exist for the community of 
Stellaquo. Some community engagement was held in 2016 to do a SWOT analysis 
around economic development in Stellaquo. The plan details out a situational analysis 
and economic/education profile of the community. This plan is detailed in nature but only 
uses data for the community of Stellaquo and does not have data for community 
members (off reserve) living outside the community in terms of education, occupation etc. 
The plan also sets out several directions for further work and an implementation timeline 
at the end of the plan. 

Stellat'en First 
Nation Trails Plan 

(DRAFT) 
2019 

The trails plan was created by Patrick Lucas in 2019. The plan outlines areas where SFN 
could put trails on the reserve and throughout the traditional territory. The plan is currently 
in draft form. 

Stellat'en First 
Nation Land Use 

Plan 

Summer 
2019 

(Expected) 

The Stellat’en Land Use Plan aims to improve the management, protection and 
development of Stellat’en lands and resources, and to address cumulative effect concerns 
within Stellat’en traditional territory. 

The land use planning (LUP) process began in June 2017. The LUP document starts by 
1) Outlining some background information about the Stellat’en First Nation’ geographic
location, language, culture and traditions and governance and administrative structures;
2) Highlights the community driven planning process that was carried out through
community meetings, open-houses, and mapping focus group sessions hosted in both
Stellat’en First Nation and Prince George, BC in September 2017, January 2018, and
November 2018; and 3) Identifies the communities land use related priorities, concerns,
and planning & management objectives and strategies.

It is intended to be used as a tool to guide Stellat’en leadership and community in present 
and future negotiations, communications and decision making. It also provides guidance 
to government, proponents and other third parties who may have an interest and/or 
project proposal within the Stellat’en First Nation Traditional Territory. 



Appendix B: Learning Agreements 

The following documents is the Learning Agreement between Cody Kenny and Michelle 
Cuomo, and the Community Learning Agreement, between the students and Stellat'en First 
Nation. 



Learning Agreement 
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Cody Kenny & Michelle Cuomo 
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 Stellat’en First Nation 

Supervised by 

 Shauna Johnson 

September 18, 2018 
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Memorandum of Agreement and Shared Values 
This document outlines the Learning Agreement between Michelle Cuomo and Cody Kenny, supervised by Shauna 
Johnson. The group agrees to the terms outlined below and to uphold the agreed upon values when creating this document. 

We have agreed upon the shared mutual values: 

Respect Stellat’en First Nation, their protocols and their priorities while attempting to decolonize our own
personal planning practice in support of Indigenous community planning.   
Recognize our own privileges as we go into community and speak with our heart and listen humbly.  
Appreciate the long-term perspective of community development and where the practicum fits into Stallat’en’s 
long-term journey. 
Produce excellent work with enthusiasm, optimism and personal investment in the success of the practicum. 
Honour non-transactive relationships and let the planning process evolve organically. 
Bring our gifts, especially those aligned with community interests, and work to develop capacity among 
community members we work with. 

Through this learning agreement we will strive to work from a place of shared values. 

Philosophies of Planning 
Although we have shared values as emerging planners, we acknowledge that each of us share unique perspectives and 
philosophies of planning. Outlined below: 

Cody 
Community planning is the field of community 

development. It involves professionals that have a 
generalist knowledge of many subfields that help 

communities plan for decades in advance. Among having 
technical skills, planners use excellent interpersonal 

skills to facilitate participatory planning where the whole 
community is involved in making meaningful decisions. 

Michelle 
Community planning is a tool that communities can use to 

define their futures in a collective way.  As a non-
indigenous planner, my intention when working with 

indigenous communities comes from a place of decolonizing 
mainstream planning practices. Through listening with an 
open heart and mind, I hope to be able to use the tools and 

planning skills I have gained to assist communities in 
creating positive change now and for the future.  

Accountability and Reciprocity Principles 
Throughout this practicum, we will hold ourselves and each other accountable to producing excellent work, 
communicating well with our mentor and going above and beyond for Stallat’en First Nation. We understand that we both
learn and work well in different ways. We have communicated these learning styles to each other and have agreed to help 
foster each others growth.   

Our individual learning and work styles include: 

Cody 
I learn by talking things through until the point that I feel 

comfortable that I can teach the subject. I like to be able to 
teach what I just learned to ensure that I have learned 

what I am talking about. I don’t really classify myself as 
any type of specific learner (visual, aural, verbal…), I find 
that I learn best by experiencing a diversity of types on a 
given subject. The more ways that a subject is taught, and 
if there is enthusiasm and energy being given, then I learn 

best.  

Michelle 
I need to verbally communicate ideas and thoughts to one 
on one with another person. I usually need to talk out what 
I am thinking to help me conceptualize what a problem or 

concept might be. Equally as important, I need time to 
reflect and digest content I have learned. I try to get work 
done in advance of a deadline to ensure that I have time to 
step away and revisit it at a later date. I tend to work most 

efficiently during regular work hours (9 am- 8 pm).   

Check-ins and Self Care 
We have discussed and broken down the different types of check-ins we will conduct during the practicum. These include 
formal, informal and community check-in protocols:   
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Formal Check-ins - weekly phone call or in person depending on workload or context 
� Formal check-ins will include a mini agenda including: 

i) Personal Check-in: How are you doing?
ii) School Check-in: How are classes and school work load?
iii) Work Check-in: How is your practicum task going?

Informal Check-ins - text or messenger or hallway conversation in WMAX  
While in Community (Optional) - set aside debrief time to discuss work tasks but set aside time not related to 
practicum (i.e fun times)  

Individually, we have identified specific self-care activities to ensure our own well-being during the practicum. These have 
been outlined below:  

Cody  
My requirements for self-care is that I am able to 

exercise. I would estimate that I need to exercise at least 
three days a week, for at least one hour sessions. My 

other requirements for self-care is that I am able to talk 
to family when I need to, that I am eating healthy meals 
(does not need to be every meal, but at least once per 

day), that I am able to have some down time during the 
day by myself (for around 1-2 hours), and I get enough 

sleep (I try to get at least 8 hours of sleep daily).  

Michelle  
The main area of focus for self care is having downtime 

to be able to decompress from the day. I like to be able to 
do yoga to keep my mind and body at ease. An essential 
component of self care is that I eat healthy meals most of 

which are made at home. I also like to be able to have 
social time with friends to decompress and relax after a 
stressful week. For me, work life balance is incredibly 

important and so I want to ensure that I am able to 
balance both my practicum, social and family obligations 

as well.  

Partnership Strengths and Vulnerabilities 
As second year ICP students we both have skills and knowledge that we bring to the community. Both of us have basic 
background knowledge in colonization, First Nations social issues, and are educated and have professional experience 
doing First Nation planning. We are both team players who share excitement and similar values going into community. 

We have identified our individual strengths and vulnerabilities outlined below: 

Cody Michelle 

Strengths 

5+ years of working in and for Indigenous 
communities in the Vancouver Coastal Region 
(Vancouver to Bella Bella). 

Cultural and historical knowledge of 
Indigenous peoples of Canada. 

Interpersonal skills include: deep listening 
skills, professionalism, high energy and 
friendliness, and communication skills (written 
and verbal). 

Basic InDesign skills and an artistic eye for layout 
and composition. 

Ability to summarize large amounts of information 
and communicate complex ideas to a variety of 
audiences.   

Effective communicator and great interpersonal 
skills (strong verbal, writing and editing skills). 

Detail oriented in both personal and professional 
life. 

Vulnerabilities 

I can easily be distracted and lose focus if I 
lose interest or have something happening in 
my personal life. 

I will rush work when I feel pressured and will 
make mistakes (usually minor, attention to 
detail mistakes). 

I lack confidence in my writing skills and easy 

At times, I lack confidence in my skill set and 
knowledge. 

Adjusting to different views of time and working 
within fluctuating and changing timelines. 

Taking my work personally and internalizing issues 
and conflict. 
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to give up on myself if I am having a hard time 
structuring sentences together. 

 
Professional Development Areas  
We look forward to developing our skills professionally through our practicum work. The skills that we have individually 
identified for developing are outlined below:  
 

Cody 
 Professionalism (being punctual and focused, 

public speaking skills, working to best of my 

ability)  

 Facilitation (large group, different techniques)  

 Writing and graphic design (plan creation and 

formatting)  

 

Michelle 
 Facilitation (especially with groups of people 

who may have not participated before in 

engagements making sure the content is 

interesting and accessible)  

 Adobe Creative Suite (refine skills and become 

more proficient)  

 Confidence in summarizing ideas and concepts 

through facilitation  

Resolving Conflicts 
Working under pressure and tight timelines among other factors may result in conflict between partners. We have outlined 
basic principles to resolve conflicts when they arise while working on the practicum:  

 Identifying and confronting conflict and issues at the outset (not letting it build)  
 Open and honest non-violent communication  
 Try to resolve conflict in a timely manner ensuring both parties are satisfied with the result  
 Take breaks from each other if needed  

 
If all above steps fail, then the issue may be brought to the attention of Shauna Johnson to act as a mediator.  
 
Confidentiality  
Working in the practicum will mean a lot of time spent together and conversations to be had. We understand that not all 
conversations can be kept in confidence to this, but it is up to the group members to use discretion when somethings are 
meant to be kept private. If a group member requests that something be kept private, confidentiality must be kept in this 
case.  
 
I do declare, that the above will be held to during the practicum period. 
 
 
 
_________________________________                                  ________________________________ 
Michelle Cuomo  Date  
 
_________________________________                                  ________________________________ 
Cody Kenny  Date  
 
_________________________________                                   ________________________________ 
Shauna Johnson  Date  
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Purpose of Agreement 

The purpose of this Community Learn Agreement (CLA) is to outline the terms of the working 
relationship between the practicum students, Cody Kenny and Michelle Cuomo, with Adam 
Patrick CCP lead from  the host community, Stellat’en First Nation (SFN). This agreement will 
act as a guide, as well as a reference point for expectations, roles and responsibilities. The 
group agrees to the terms outlined below and to uphold the agreed upon vision, values, 
principles, objectives and outcomes throughout the extent of the practicum from September 
2018-April 2019. 

Stellat’en First Nation CCP Team 

Stellat’en First Nation Lead Contact: 

Adam Patrick  
Economic Development Officer & Policy Coordinator 
Email: policy@stellatenfirstnaion.ca 
Phone: 604-767-3740 

Roles and Responsibilities: 

Adam Patrick is the lead contact for the the UBC practicum students in the CCP process. As a 

representative of Stellat’en First Nation, he is responsible for:  

● Providing guidance on overall CCP direction; including helping assist creation of CCP

Advisory Committee and hiring of CCP Coordinator.

● Regular communication with practicum students and community with anything CCP

related.

● Providing feedback and evaluation to students/supervisor

● Covering travel costs of practicum students.

● Act as an intermediary between Stellat’en community and students for CCP engagement

initiatives

UBC Students: 

Cody Kenny 
Email: codykenny35@gmail.com  
Phone: 778-834-2437 

Michelle Cuomo 
Email: mdcuomo@gmail.com 
Phone: 519-502-4148  

● Assisting Stellat’en First Nation in the creation of a CCP guiding framework

● Acting as CCP coordinators until the position is filled; supporting the coordinator once

they have been hired

● Building confidence and interest in the CCP

● Summarizing/analyzing information collected through engagement sessions

● Assisting with other tasks related to the CCP as they emerge

mailto:codykenny35@gmail.com
mailto:mdcuomo@gmail.com
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Practicum Supervisor: 

Shauna Johnson  
Email: shauna.johnson31@gmail.com 
Phone: 778-788-8545 

● Providing mentorship support to UBC students throughout the practicum placement via

bi-weekly check-ins and visits to community

● Reviewing draft submissions and providing feedback on a assignments, community

materials etc.

Land Use Planning (LUP) and Traditional Use Study (TUS) 

In addition to the above planning team, the UBC practicum students will be coordinating joint off 

and on reserve engagements with the Stellat’en’s LUP and TUS team which consists of Angel 

Ransom, Mathew Murray and Jonaki Bhattacharyya. 

Angel Ransom (LUP Lead):  angel.ransom@gmail.com 

Mathew Murray  (Firelight Group): mathew.murray@thefirelightgroup.com 

Jonaki Bhattacharyya (Firelight Group): jonaki.b@thefirelightgroup.com 

Vision Statement 

To create a strong and respectful partnership and relationship with Stellat’en First Nation 
through assisting in their comprehensive community planning process to help empower and re-

awaken Stellat’en’s planning practices.  

Principles & Values 

As a planning team, we have agreed upon the following principles to guide us when working 
with each other until April. This includes:  

● Respect Stellat’en, their protocols and community priorities

● Assist in decolonizing the broader planning practice and support Indigenous planning

within the community.

● Commit to open and honest communication and feedback.

● Recognize our own privileges, speak with our heart and listen in a humble way.

● Appreciate the long-term perspective of community development and where the

practicum fits into the Nations long-term journey.

● Produce outstanding work with enthusiasm, optimism and personal investment in the

success of the practicum.

● Allowing the planning process evolve organically.
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● Bring our gifts, especially those aligned with community interests, and honour the

knowledge of others throughout the planning process.

● Build capacity among the community members we work with.

Objectives 

We have established five objectives that we as a planning team expect to achieve by the end of 
this partnership.  

1. Support Stellat’en First Nation to enhance their planning capacity within the

administration and community.

2. Respect and learn from Stellat’en First Nation’s culture and ways of knowing.

3. Strive for meaningful, inclusive and participatory engagement which includes the whole

of the Stellat’en community.

4. Ensuring the comprehensive community plan is a community-driven process.

5. Produce excellent work for Stellat’en First Nation that will end-result in a CCP that is

representative of Stellat’en and one the community is proud of.

Workplan 

See Appendix A for the three phase work plan from September 2018-April 2019 

Outcomes 

For Stellat’en First Nation: 

● To set out and achieve all tasks outlined in the work plan on time and to the best of our

ability.

● Build capacity in the community through the CCP process (i.e Advisory Committee, CCP

Coordinator, healing through engagement, conflict management, etc.).

● Completion of Phase One of the CCP process that will result in a community

engagement strategy, Community Portfolio, and completion or progress towards a

community vision and objectives.

For Practicum Students 

● Understanding and experience of how a CCP process works in the field

○ Working with Indigenous communities

○ Implementation of CCP process (using the ISC CCP Toolkit & NADF Toolkit as a

guide)

● Gaining professional planning experience

○ Public speaking, facilitation, data analysis, writing and graphic design skill

building

● Completion of all requirements for graduation of the MCRP ICP concentration at SCARP
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Workload Expectations 

Throughout this practicum, we will hold ourselves and each other accountable in producing 

excellent work,communicating well with our mentor and going above and beyond for Stellat’en 

First Nation. We understand that we both learn and work well in different ways. We have 

communicated these learning styles to each other and have agreed to help foster each other's 

growth. 

Communication 

Files will be shared with SFN’s lead through a Google Drive folder. Communication between the 

SFN lead and UBC practicum students may be done over the phone, through email or via text to 

Adam.  

Michelle will act as the lead communications person on behalf of the UBC practicum students. 

Bi-weekly phone calls to check in on progress of the practicum will occur with Adam. 

Communication with Shauna Johnson occurs bi-weekly between her and the practicum 

students. In addition, once monthly the CCP team will communicate with the Land Use Planning 

team to coordinate engagement efforts with SFN.  

Confidentiality 

It is understood and agreed to that some of the information shared between the UBC students 
and SFN during the practicum may be confidential. Any information that is to be shared or 
presented about the practicum to a broader audience than the SFN community (i.e during the 
students final presentation) is subject to approval by SFN to ensure confidentiality is held.  

Research Ethics & Protocols 

UBC practicum students are committed to ethical research and protocols following the 

OCAP®1(ownership, control, access and possession) principles for working with First Nations 

communities. The practicum students commit to working with SFN administrative staff and 

community when summarizing and interpreting gathered data to ensure it is accurate, inclusive 

and is in SFNs voice. All deliverables produced with Stellat’en First Nation at the 

commencement of the practicum will be under the control and ownership of Stellat’en First 

Nation.  

Budgeting 

Stellat’en First Nation will be covering the cost of the UBC practicum students trips to Stellaquo 
& Prince George which includes the cost of flights, accomodation, rental vehicles and per 
diems.  

                                                
1 First Nations Information Governance Centre. (2018) .The First Nations Principles of OCAP®. Retrieved 

from https://fnigc.ca/ocapr.html 
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Agreement Review 

This agreement is a living document and it will be re-visited over the course of the practicum to 

assess how the team is performing, address any challenges and adjust the Agreement as 

needed and agreed upon. This document will be reviewed upon the hiring of a CCP Coordinator 

from SFN.  

We the undersigned agree to fulfilling the roles, responsibilities and uphold the values 

stated in this community learning agreement.  

Michelle Cuomo (UBC) ____________________________   Date:______________________ 

Cody Kenny (UBC) _______________________________   Date:______________________ 

Adam Patrick 

Date:(Stellat’en First Nation) 

Nov. 16/2018

cody



 

Phase 1: Pre-Planning 
Objective: To identify the work that needs to be completed for the ICP practicum requirements as well as ensuring Stellat’en First Nation is adequately  

 Activities Who is responsible? When is it done? What’s the result? 

1.1 Student Partnership Agreement  Practicum Students  September 2018  Agreement between students outlining how they might best work together based on their own learnings, values, practice, 
and work styles.  

1.2 CCP Budgeting Applications  SFN (lead), Practicum Students 
(support)  

November, 2018  Complete and submit funding applications to ISC and P&ID for CCP funding.  

1.3 Community Learning Agreement & 
Work plan 

Practicum Students (co-lead), SFN 
(co-lead), Practicum Supervisor 
(advise) 

November 6th, 2018 Agreement that spells out the co-learning and planning objectives of the students and host First Nation. The intent is to 
clearly articulate the process/outcomes desired by the host First Nation and ensure that students and their community are 
in agreement about the nature and expectations of the project and planning process, going forward.  

1.3.1 Create Outreach Strategy  Practicum Students (co-lead), SFN 
(co-lead) 

Mid November A well rounded strategy is developed to engage on and off reserve members in the CCP process through 5 organized 
engagements with Stellat’en members in Stellaquo, three engagements in Prince George and two visits in Vancouver. 
Some meetings to be co-organized with Firelight Group on LUP strategy.   

1.4 Establish Advisory Committee  SFN (Lead), Practicum Students 
(Support)  

ASAP  Establish a CCP Advisory Committee comprised of 6-10 community members that represent diverse groups of SFN 
(elders, youth, off-reserve), that will be responsible for guiding CCP related decisions and direction.  

1.5 Hire CCP Coordinator SFN (Lead), Practicum Students 
(Support) 

December 2018 A qualified community member who is willing and eager to learn about planning will be hired on a part-time basis to 
arrange engagement sessions and “keep the planning alive”  

1.6 Engagements with SFN Community Practicum Students (co-lead), SFN 
(co-lead) 

January-March   Members of Stellat’en First Nation (on and off reserve) in the CCP process through 5 organized engagements with 
Stellat’en members in Stellaquo, three engagements in Prince George and two visits in Vancouver. 

1.7 Community Portfolio Practicum Students (Lead), SFN 
(advise) 

April 3rd, 2019 Creation of a community portfolio that outlines demographics as well as history and community story in their own voice. 
This portfolio is a compilation of the ICP students design and facilitation of several engagements with the SFN community. 
See Phase 3 #3.3 for details 

1.8 Project Video Practicum Students April 3rd, 2019 A video documenting the practicum students story of their relationship and experience (engagement) with their host 
community and the work completed. The video becomes an element through which to explain to external audiences, the 
unique circumstances of each ICP practicum. 

1.9 SCARP Community Presentations Practicum Students (presenter) & 
SFN (presenter) 

April 17th, 2019 Practicum students present their work to family,  friends, the ICP community of scholars and our supporters in an event 
and luncheon. Students present aspects of their project individually and will also co-present with the planning team of their 
host First Nation or project. 

 



 

 

Phase 2: Engagement and Planning (Engagement Strategy) 
Objective: To co-design & implement outreach plan with the view to reach each of the priority groups 

Who do you want 
to reach? 
 (Youth, elders, single 
moms, staff, off-
reserve, etc.)  

What aspect of the community 
would they be most concerned 
about/ Interested in?  
(these topics may be the ones they want to 
focus on) 

Where do they get 
their information 
from? / How will you 
connect with them?  
(specific channels, places, 
programs, people)  

What events/ 
activities might 
they already 
participate in? 
(specific regular 
events, programs)  

Why would it be 
challenging for them 
to participate?  
(transportation, childcare, 
location, etc.?) 

What do they have to 
gain from engaging in 
the CCP?  
(What would you say to 
convince them to 
participate?) 

How will we 
engage them?  

When?  Who Leads?  

Administration  
 
(Chief and Council, 
Band Office, 
Education Centre, 
Health Centre, 
Language Nest 
Staff) 

● General management of the 
administration and delivering 
programming 

● Communication between band 
administration and community  

TBD how much 
communication is 
flowed to and from the 
administration to the 
community  

● Staff 
Meetings  

● Monthly 
council 
meetings 

 

● Individuals are at 
capacity (i.e no 
time to dedicate to 
another process) 

 

● Structure in delivery 
of services 

● A road map with the 
community vision & 
guidance about 
community priorities  

● Capacity building 
for staff on planning 
processes 

● Staff briefing  
● Staff lunch & 

learn about 
CCP  

 
 
 

Ongoing throughout process  SFN CCP Lead 

On Reserve (Held in Stellaquo) 

Youth ● TBD until engagement process 
begins  

● Family members 
and friends (word 
of mouth)  

● Facebook  
● Monthly 

newsletters 
● Community 

meetings   
 

 -Volleyball 
Group  
- Outdoor hockey 
rink  
-BMX trail group  

● Lack of interest  
● Sense of 

underappreciation 
(no voice in the 
community)  

● Busy with 
school/work  

● Small youth 
population on 
reserve 

● Community vision & 
guidance on 
community priorities  

● Participation in the 
creation of the CCP  

● Community healing  
● Fostering of 

community pride 
and strength 

● Capacity building   
● Allowing for ideas 

and voice to be 
heard  

● Facebook Page 
● Youth specific 

engagements 
● Community 

Members  

Engagement 1- January 2019 
 
Engagement 2 - February 
2019  

UBC Students/CCP 
Coordinator 

Elders  ● Land  
● Relationship with Fraser Lake 
● Traditional Governance 
● Language  
● Allowing off reserve members 

to come home 
● Wildfire recovery & resilience  

● Family members 
and friends (word 
of mouth)  

● Facebook  
● Monthly 

newsletters  
● Community 

meetings  

● Language 
group 

 
● Elders teas 

and 
luncheons  

 

● Mobility & disability 
challenges 

● Over consulted 
● Timing 

● Contribution of 
knowledge, 
teachings and 
wisdom 

● Inclusion of 
language in CCP 

● Community healing  
● Fostering of 

community pride & 
strength  

● Elders focus 
group meetings 
with 8-10 
participants 

● Open houses 
● Community 

meetings  
  

Engagement 1 - October 
(Introductions of UBC 
students and CCP) 
 
Engagement 2- January 2019 
 
Engagement 3- February 
2019 

UBC Students/CCP 
Coordinator 



Families ● TBD until engagement process
begins

● Family members
and friends (word
of mouth)

● Facebook
● Monthly

newsletters
● Community

meetings

Family events on 
reserve (Salmon 
fest, Christmas, 
etc.)  

● Time of day
● Family

commitments
● Financial/time

constraints
● Child care

● Sense of positive
future for children
strengthened

● Community
meetings

● Open houses

Engagement 1- January 2019 

Engagement 2- February 
2019 

UBC Students/CCP 
Coordinator 

Broad Community ● TBD until engagement process
begins

● Family members
and friends (word
of mouth)

● Facebook
● Monthly

newsletters
● Community

meetings

-Monthly
community
meetings (third
week of the
month)
-Health hub
meetings

-no interest
-overconsulted
-no incentive
-distrust of process

● Participation in the
creation of the CCP

● Community healing
● Fostering of

community pride
and strength

● Capacity building
● Allowing for ideas

and voice to be
heard

● Community vision
and priorities
captured

● Open houses
● Community

meetings

Engagement 1 - October 
(introduction to CCP & UBC 
students) 

Engagement 2 -November 

Engagement 3 - January 

Engagement 4- February 

Engagement 5- March 

UBC Students/CCP 
Coordinator 

Traditional 
Governance 
(Bahlats) 

● Re-awaking the traditional
governance structure and
processes

● TBD until engagement
process begins

● Family members
and friends (word
of mouth)

● Monthly
newsletters

● Community
meetings

● Elders
Language
group

● Unsure
otherwise

● Distrust of process
● Conflict with band

administration &
elected council
system

● Conflict
management

● Inclusion of
traditional
governance

● Strengthening of
traditional
governance

TBD how to 
appropriately ensure 
all representatives 
are included 

TBD UBC Students/CCP 
Coordinator 

Off-Reserve (Prince George/Vancouver) 

Prince George TBD 

● Inclusion/communication on
Band affairs

● Facebook
● Family members

living on/near
reserve

● News sources
● Word of mouth

Other organized 
information 
events i.e 
engagements 
with community 
on LUP  

● Live off-reserve but
possibly still close
to get to community

● Feeling closer to
home

● Inclusion in
processes that
affect community

● vision and priorities
captured

Joint engagements 
with LUP group 

Engagement 1 - November 
22, 2018 

Engagement 2 -January 2019 

Engagement 3 - March 2019 

UBC Students/CCP 
Coordinator 

Vancouver TBD 

● Inclusion/communication on
Band affairs

● Facebook
● Family members

living on/near
reserve

● News sources

None? ● Live far away from
reserve

● Feeling closer to
home

● Inclusion in
processes that
affect community

TBD TBD UBC Students/CCP 
Coordinator 



● Word of mouth ● vision and priorities
captured



Phase 3: Analysis & Reporting 
Objective: To honour the voices of all participants through careful and respectful analysis 

Activities Deliverables Comments Dates 
(When does this happen?) 

3.1 Analysis of preliminary surveys and all data 
collected throughout process  

● Data analysis report and creation of CCP deliverables
(vision, objectives, profile, etc.)

● Archiving data
● Analysis of surveys
● Theming of data
● Coding data
● Trends and relationships of data

Clear and well articulated representation of data 
from engagement sessions  

All three phases of the work plan 

3.2 Presentation of engagement results to community 
(on and off-reserve) 

Feast and presentation of progress on the beginning phases of 
CCP in Stellaquo 
Updates throughout engagement process (Nov-April)  

Dissemination of findings to be distributed to off 
reserve members through electronic means 
(website, Facebook, email) 

Ongoing as engagements occur 

Final Mid March 

3.3 Engagement session data analysis 
(as per the NADF CCP tool kit)   

Chapter 1: Where have we been? 
● Origin Stories
● Traditional Histories
● Recent Challenges
● Important Events
● Community Achievements
● Leaders from the past

Chapter 2: Where are we now? 
● Community profile; contextual information for everyone

involved in the CCP including facts & statistics, and
perceptions about community

● Community concerns, points of community pride, what we
are doing already, what could the community change?

Chapter 3: Where do we want to go? (Depends on time) 
● Create a vision statement (provides an overall direction

for the CCP by describing an ideal future or the good life)
● Long term community objectives and goals

Final deliverable All three phases of the work plan 

Final April 3, 2019 

3.4 Completion of ICP practicum specific deliverables Video 
Community Portfolio 
SCARP Presentation 

April 3, 2019 
April 17, 2019 



Appendix C: Site Visit Pre-Planning 

(January 22-25 as example)  

We used the following worksheet as an example for our pre-trip site planning that we would 
complete before every site-visit, and the Vancouver Engagement Session.  



Appendix D: CCP ADVISORY COMMITTEE DRAFT TERMS OF REFERENCE 

We created the following Terms of Reference for the CCP Advisory Committee established on 
January 22 2019.  

Stellat’en Comprehensive Community Plan 
Advisory Committee: Terms of Reference  

Committee Name: Community Planning Committee 

Type of Committee: Ad hoc. This is a committee which has been formed for the specific 
purpose of Community Planning and will be dissolved when the job is completed. Meetings will 
be held at least four times a year as needed to review comprehensive community planning 
work. 

Chairperson/Coordinator: Comprehensive Community Plan Coordinator (CCP Coordinator) 

Responsible to: Stellat’en community, CCP Coordinator, Chief and Council 

Purpose: 

1. To provide advice to staff and leadership on Community Planning decisions
2. To participate in Community Planning workshops and to serve as a liaison to members
3. To assist the Community Planning Coordinator during Community Meetings and Workshops
4. Ensure transparent promotion and communication of planning activities going on in the
community
5. To advise and ensure accountability during the implementation phase of the Comprehensive
Community Plan

Meeting Protocols: 

Meetings will be held at the Treaty office in Stellaquo at a time mutually agreed to by members 
of the committee. Meeting times will be decided at the end of each meeting to ensure members 
are able to attend. 
Members are expected to attend the committee meetings and will be updated through meeting 
minutes if they miss the meeting.  The CCP coordinator is responsible for organizing 



committee meetings and taking meeting minutes for distribution to the committee and the 
community. 

Communications: 

Internal Communications: 

Internal communications (meeting notifications, minutes) will be done through email; however 
some members have expressed they don’t use email and will be notified about upcoming 
meetings and given minutes through other means (text, phone or in person) by the CCP 
coordinator or other CCP Advisory members. 

Agendas will be sent out a week ahead of the scheduled meeting time. Meeting minutes will be 
sent out within a week after each meeting to committee members for approval for community 
distribution. 

External Communications: 

Transparency in the CCP process is critical to the committee. A summary (prepared by the CCP 
Coordinator) of what was discussed at each meeting will be included in the monthly newsletter 
for members to be informed. 

Recommendation Processes:  The Committee is an advisory committee tasked with providing 
recommendations for the planning process and planning decisions that are in the best interest 
of the community as a whole. In addition, the committee will make recommendations on hiring of 
staff related to the CCP as well as communication materials. A vote will be used in situations 
where the committee cannot agree. 

Timeframes, Reporting and Deadlines: The Committee will meet regularly according the 
schedule outlined in the CCP project plan, and as needed with appropriate advance notice and 
coordination. The Committee will meet up to four times a year, or more as needed. Subsequent 
meetings will be set at the end of each meeting. The Committee’s work will be facilitated by the 
CCP Coordinator. The committee agrees that meeting in smaller working groups would be 
useful in some circumstances.  

Table 1: Stellat’en CCP Process Timeline Overview 

Year 1 (2018/2019) 

Building the CCP foundation:  
Setting up a CCP advisory committee, hiring a CCP coordinator, getting the 
community excited about the process. We are here 



Where have we been?  
Creation of a community timeline, Stellat’en’s story in their own voice. 

Where are we now? 
Situational analysis: A “snapshot” of where the community is currently. 

Where do we want to go? 
Starting visioning and establishing community values. Creation of community objectives. 

Year 2 (2019/2020) 

Where do we want to go? 
Finalising the communities objectives. 

How will we get there? 
Creating actions to achieve objectives and establishing priority areas for the community 

Year 3 (2020/2021) 

Writing the CCP  
Taking the collective data, writing up each section to assemble into the final CCP. 

CCP Implementation 
Implementing the community priority action items from the CCP. 

2019 Goals & Expected Outcomes: 

1. Keeping the planning process alive and ongoing throughout the summer
2. Creation of an inventory of Stellat’en Members

a. Their accomplishments (currently & historically)
b. Skilled workers; Cultural and knowledge resources in the community (who

are the language speakers, hunters, skilled laborers; crafts people)

Staff Support: Chief and Council have committed staffing support where required to provide 
both 
technical expertise and administrative supports to the Committee. 

Composition: The Committee is comprised of nine (9) members who were selected by a call 
for participants posted in the Stellat’en Facebook group and posters in community buildings 
(health centre, band office) in January of 2019 to represent Stellat’en, Elders, youth living within 
and outside of 
Stellaquo. The committee’s membership will be fluid to ensure that representation of all 
community members is established. As of January 2019 the members are as follows: 



APPENDIX E: CCP COORDINATOR AND ADVISORY COMMITTEE WORK PLANS 

DRAFT CCP Coordinator Work Plan 
April - August 2019 

CCP Coordinator Summer Goals Overview 
Objective: To accomplish the below tasks to ensure that the CCP process continues throughout the summer from April - August 2019 

Activities Who is responsible? What’s the result? 

1.1 Validate and continue working on CCP Framework CCP Coordinator  
Advisory Committee 

Strengthening the CCP work to date that ensures the CCP is a true representation of Stellat’en First Nation. 

1.2 Continuing building CCP Momentum and Buy-In CCP Coordinator  
Advisory Committee 

Attending and holding a variety of community events to engage all members of the community including the off-reserve 
population 

1.2.1 Ensure continuity of CCP Advisory Committee CCP Coordinator Have a dedicated and committed Advisory Committee that oversees the CCP and makes meaningful decisions of the CCP 

1.2.2 Ensure CCP team and Chief and Council is aware of progress 
and any key updates of the CCP  

CCP Coordinator The CCP team, Chief & Council, and the community is aware of the progress that is being made on the CCP. 

1.2.3 Ensure all members are being engaged CCP Coordinator With a focus on off reserve membership in Prince George, youth, elders and hereditary leadership. 

1.3 Add Stellat’en Flare to the CCP i.e language, cultural aspects CCP Coordinator The CCP has a look and feel that adequately represents the history, language, and rich culture of all members of Stellat’en. 

1.4 Administrative Duties & Tasks CCP Coordinator 
Band Manager  

Ensure the CCP process is on task. 



 

 
  
 
 
 

CCP Coordinator Tasks 
Objective: To accomplish the below tasks to ensure that the CCP process continues throughout the summer from April - August 2019 

 Activities Suggested Tasks   When is it done? 

1.1 Validate and continue working on CCP Framework  

Where have we been? - Review timeline with community  
- Compile collective history of Stellat’en that reflects the community (previous plans, website, auto recordings, through 

workshops with small groups) 
- Confirm values of community  

April/May 

Where are we now? - Confirm priority areas Identified and SWOT write ups 
- Confirm community profile data is correct  

April/May 

How will we get there? - Draft community vision statement  
- Continue to review community goals, pathways and steps  

June/July 

1.2 Continuing building CCP Momentum and Buy-In 

1.2.1 Ensure continuity of CCP Advisory Committee  - Organize and hold two advisory committee meetings  June 2019 
August 2019 

1.2.2 Ensure CCP team and Chief and Council is aware of 
progress and any key updates of the CCP  

- Provide CCP updates in community dinners  
- Continue write up and distribution of CCP newsletter  
- Give presentation to Chief and Council  

-Once a month at community 
diners 
-After each CCP engagement 
session 
-At least one update in mid 
summer to report on CCP 
Progress 

1.2.3 Ensure all members are being engaged - Door to door to members to give face to face contact around what a CCP is? Bring a few youth 
- CCP Booth during Salmon festival maybe  
- Annual General Assembly (July)  
- Off-reserve engagement in Prince George 
- Regular elders & heretiary engagement  

Ongoing 
One Prince George Engagement  
2-3 Elder/Hereditary 
Engagements 

1.3 Add Stellat’en Flare to the CCP i.e language, cultural 
aspects 

- Community Photo Contest 
- Youth engagement ideas (logo design contest, artwork submissions ) 
- Add language to the plan  

 

Ongoing 
Photo Contest- July 
Youth Engagement:  



1.4 Administrative and Capacity Building Duties & Tasks - Review CCP Toolkits (NADF & ISC)
- Begin the ISC budgeting application
- Seek out and apply to additional funding resources
- Create work plan for fall & winter
- Attend CCP conference (October)
- Communication with UBC to continue SCARP relationship (Scott Graham)

Ongoing when needed 



DRAFT CCP ADVISORY COMMITTEE Work Plan 
April - August 2019 

Advisory Committee Summer Goals Overview 
Objective: To accomplish the below tasks to ensure that the CCP process continues throughout the summer from April - August 2019 

Activities Who is responsible? What’s the result? 

1.1 Validate and continue working on CCP Framework CCP Coordinator  
Advisory Committee 

Strengthening the CCP work to date that ensures the CCP is a true representation of Stellat’en First Nation. 

1.2 Continuing building CCP Momentum and Buy-In CCP Coordinator  
Advisory Committee 

Attending and holding a variety of community events to engage all members of the community including the off-reserve population 

1.3 Ensure continuity of CCP Advisory Committee CCP Coordinator Have a dedicated and committed Advisory Committee that oversees the CCP and makes meaningful decisions of the CCP 

1.4 Quick Start Project: Member Skills/Gifts/Talents Inventory Advisory Committee A comprehensive inventory of members skills, talents, knowledge and gifts that can be shared with Stellat’en membership/administration 

Advisory Committee Summer Tasks 
Objective: To accomplish the below tasks to ensure that the CCP process continues throughout the summer from April - August 2019 

Activities Suggested Tasks  When is it done? 

1.1 Assist in Validating and Continuing working on CCP Framework 

Where have we been? - Review timeline with community
- Compile collective history of Stellat’en that reflects the community (previous plans, website, auto

recordings)
- Confirm values of community

April/May 

Where are we now? - Confirm community goals identified
- Review pathways and steps

April/May 

How will we get there? - Draft community vision statement
- Continue to review pathways and steps

June/July 

1.2 Continuing building CCP Momentum and Buy-In 

1.2.1 Ensure continuity of CCP Advisory Committee - Attend advisory committee meetings to review progress on CCP June 2019 
August 2019 

1.4 Quick Start Project: Member Skills/Gifts/Talents Inventory - Create survey of Create skills/gifts survey of the community and distribute to membership
- In person at meetings & events

June 2019 



Example:  
Example Questionnaire 

- Online (through Facebook/Survey monkey)
- Compile the survey data
- Distribute to membership & administration for use August 2019 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1iTZ2CWtfuRZe44qOyY7JDl8eUSYrPql_qAB1gjRjvOA/edit#


Appendix F: Engagement Questions and Facilitation Techniques 

Various techniques and questions were asked of participants during our engagement sessions. 
Outlined below is each of the sessions and the engagement techniques used. Usually for each 
group facilitation technique, it would start with a dinner, followed by a presentation, followed by 
an icebreaker activity, and then the engagement technique. Engagements are presented in 
chronological order.  

Engagement Survey Questions (October/November 2018) 

Purpose of Survey: The purpose of this survey is to help the CCP planning team understand 
the best ways to engage with the community to ensure that CCP is a community-driven and 
created process. 

This survey will take 2 – 5 minutes to complete. No personal identifying information will be 
attached to your responses.  

Demographic Questions  

What is your age? (circle one) 

a. Under 12 e. 25 – 34   h. 55 – 64

b. 12 – 17 f. 35 – 44     i. 65 years or older

c. 18 – 24 g. 45 – 54

How do you identify with the Stellat’en FN community? (circle each one that applies to you) 

a. On-reserve / Off-reserve

b. Stellat’en band member / Non-member

c. Status / Non-Status

What is your gender _______________ 

How many people live in your house? (circle one) 

a. 1-2 c. 5-6

b. 3-4 d. 7+

I live with (circle each one that applies to you): 

a. on my own e. with extended family (cousin, aunt/uncle…)

b. parents f. with my children



c. grandparents f. friends

d. with a spouse/partner

Are you currently…? (circle each one that applied to you) 

a. Employed e. Homemaker

b. Self-employed f. Student

c. Out of work and looking for work h. Retired

d. Out of work but not currently looking i. Unable to work

Occupation:_____________

Engagement Questions  
What community events do you already attend? (Christmas, Salmon feast, community dinners, 

sport events) Please put name and dates:  

What time of day are you best able to meet for CCP engagement sessions? (Circle each one 
that applies to you)  

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

Morning Morning Morning Morning Morning Morning Morning 

Afternoon Afternoon Afternoon Afternoon Afternoon Afternoon Afternoon 

Evening Evening Evening Evening Evening Evening Evening 

How do you currently stay informed with community news, events and updates (circle one)? 

a. Community newsletter d. Word of mouth

b. Facebook group e. Other? _____________________

c. Stellat’en website

Do you read the monthly newsletter? Are you apart of the Stellat’en Facebook group? 

Yes / No Yes / No  

What is your preferred way to be updated about community news and CCP updates? 



 

 
a. Community newsletter e. Word of mouth  

b. Facebook group f. Email  

c. Stellat’en website g. Other _____________________________ 

d. Door to door delivery  

Looking to be more involved in the CCP process? Join our team!  Fill out your contact 

information below.  

Please note: Personal information provided here will be separated from the above information. 

 

Name:  

How do you prefer to be contacted? (Circle which apply) 

a. Email               c.    In person 

b. Phone  

Email Address ___________________ 

Phone Number ___________________Do you want to be followed up with about the CCP 

Advisory Committee?  

Yes / No 

 

Do you want to be apart of future elder or youth focus groups?  

Yes / No  

 

 
Stellaquo & Prince George Community Dinner, November 21 & 22 2018  
 
Community Timeline Exercise  
 
We invited community members to write down any significant dates and events on a sticky note 
and post it onto a large physical timeline that we had created. This information is presented in 
the Community History Timeline, along with any dates found on on Stellat’en’s website as well 
as other plans and documents.  
 
Modified Affinity Diagramming SWOT Exercise  
 
Sitting in a large group, we facilitated the following questions and invited community members to 
write down their ideas onto sticky notes:  
 

 



● What do you love about your community?
● What is happening in the community/territory that could benefit Stellat’en First Nation?
● What is happening in the community/territory that you’re concerned about?
● What needs to change for Stellat’en First Nation?

We collected each idea and placed them onto a flipchart paper with the question on it. We 
categorized similar ideas into groupings as we went.  

One-On-One Interviews, Jan 22-24 2018 

We sat down with six (6)  staff members and two (2) throughout January 22 - 24th and 
interviewed them using a mic, camera, and pen and paper for recording. Each interview was 
different and not every question we had prepared was used. We prepared the following 
questions, in most cases, they were not asked in verbatim: 

● Can you tell us about yourself? What is your name and what do you do here?
● What do you like about working for your community?
● What do you like about your community right now?
● What are you most proud of?
● Do you know about any programs that other communities are doing that would work

here?
● If you had two wishes to make your community better what would they be?
● If the band came across a large sum of money, where do you think it should be

allocated?
● Imagine that you see the community in 20-40 years, what do you see?
● What challenges do you face as a staff?
● Is there any sort of support that you need to do your job better?
● What’s your favorite part of your job?
● What motivates you to do your job?
● What are you most concerned about?
● What do you think is working well?
● What does it mean to you to be Stellat’en?

Youth Engagement Session, January 23 2019  

Modified Affinity Diagramming and Stellat’en Mapping Exercise 

Similar to the affinity diagramming exercise described above, we asked the youth these 
questions:  

● What in the community needs to change?
● What do you love about your community?
● In 100 years, what will Stellat’en look like?



 

● Stellat’en youth wish list (if you can wish for something in the community right now, what 
would it be?)  

 
In addition, we used a mapping exercise where we asked the youth where they would want to 
see new infrastructure, trails or other aspects they wished for onto a large map of the 
community.  
 
Elders Engagement Session, January 23 2019  
 
Focus Group Discussion  
 
We recorded this discussion using a mic, pen and paper, and flip chart. We used the following 
questions as prompts throughout the engagement:  
 

● What do you value as Stellat’en members?  
● What do you love about your community?  
● What are you proud of?  
● What would you like the youth to know about the community?  
● How would you want to see the community in 20 years? How about 40 years?  
● What does it mean to you to be Stellat’en? 
● How would you like the story of Stellat’en to be told?  

 
Community Dinner Engagement Session, January 24 2019  
 
Stellat’en World Cafe Values Exercise  
 
We wrote on (6) individual flip chart paper the following questions  
 
What do we value?  

- Community Health  
- Culture  
- Education  
- Family and Community  
- Governance and Leadership  
- Land and Environment  

 
We asked community members to sit in (3) groups spread out throughout the hall. We had a flip 
chart paper with a question at each group, and invited community members to write their ideas 
directly onto the paper. After a time limit, the paper was switched with another group. We 
continued until each group had a chance to write their ideas onto the paper.  
 
Stellat’en World Cafe Visioning Exercise  
 

 



We did the same exercise as above, but instead we used these questions: 

● If you could wish for two things for/in the community RIGHT NOW what would they be?
● What do we want our community to look like in 20 years?
● What do we want our community to look like in 40 years?

Vancouver Engagement Session, February 28 2019 

Focus Group Discussion  

We recorded the discussion using a mic, pen and paper. We created the following questions as 
prompts to be used in discussion and provided community members with a worksheet that they 
could fill out with the same questions for written feedback. 

● What do you love about being Stellat’en?
● What does it mean to you to be Stellat’en?
● How/does the community support you as a member living outside of Stellaquo?
● What would you like to see change for your community?
● Do you have plans to go back to Stellaquo? Why or why not?
● What would make you want to go back to your community?
● How do you want to be involved in the CCP process?
● Any other thoughts or comments:



Appendix G: Data Collection and Analysis 

Data Collection  

We categorized our data we received based on the question asked and context of the response. 
For example, a visioning question asked during an interview, may also have received a SWOT 
response from the interviewee. We categorized our data into several categories:  SWOT Data 
Sheet, Values Data Sheet, and Visioning Data Sheet.  

SWOT Analysis 

After sorting our data into the SWOT Data Sheet, we analyzed the information by tagging the 
idea with the following tags: SWOT, Priority Area, up to three (3) Descriptive Codes, Possible 
Strategy, and Action Item.  

For example: 

Question Idea SWOT Priority Area Descriptive 
Code 1 

Strategy Action 

What is happening 
in the 
community/territory 
that could benefit 
SFN? 

Language 
lessons on 
Youtube/ 
Facebook 
live 

Opportunity Cultural 
Vibrancy and 
Traditional Life 

Culture 
revitalization 

Revitalize 
Culture 

Start language 
lessons on 
multimedia  

For a breakdown of the SWOT analysis data, see SWOT Codebook (next page). 

Values Analysis  

After sorting our data into the Values Data Sheet, we analyzed the information by tagging the 
idea with the following tags: Priority Area, and For Word Cloud. The Word Cloud was created 
using the For Word Cloud tag, with the largest words having the most frequent words within this 
category.  
For example:  

Question Idea Priority Area For Word Cloud 

What do we value? Bah’lats Culture Bahlats 

For a breakdown of the Values Analysis, see the Values Codebook (next page). 

Visioning Analysis  



After sorting our data into the Vision Data Sheet, we analyzed the information by tagging the 
idea with the following tags: Priority Area, and up to three (3) Descriptive Codes and the source 
it came from.  

For example: 

Question Idea Priority Area Code 1 Source 

What do we want our community 
to look like in 20 years? 

Tim Hortons 
outlet 

Economic 
Development 

Business 
developments 

Jan 23 Community Engagement 

For a breakdown of Visioning Analysis, see Vision Codebook (next page). 



SWOT Codebook 

Priority Areas 
Descriptive 
Codes Total Strength Opportunity Weakness Threat 

Total 542 228 174 95 46
Community Wellness and Healing 212 80 70 47 15
Cultural Vibrancy and Traditional Life 69 35 29 3 2
Housing and Infrastructure 61 34 17 10 1
Economic Development 59 10 29 9 11
Environment and Relationship with the Land 55 33 6 3 13
Family and Social Conditions 35 17 2 13 3
Education and Training 30 17 10 3 0
Community Leadership and Governance 21 2 11 7 1

Community Health and Wellness 212 80 70 47 15
community events 30 25 3 2 0
youth programming 24 3 15 6 0
recreation programming 20 6 10 3 1
community garden 12 10 2 0 0
salmon festival 12 12 0 0 0
food sovereignty 12 9 3 0 0
drugs and alcohol 12 4 1 3 4
traumas 10 0 3 4 3
healing the community 9 0 5 3 1
health 8 3 5 0 0
lejac residential school 7 0 4 3 0
relations outside of the community 6 0 0 4 2
game night 5 0 5 0 0
staff 5 3 2 0 0
support 5 1 0 4 0
community participation 5 0 0 5 0
elders programming 4 2 1 1 0
arts and crafts programming 3 0 2 1 0
community programs 3 0 2 1 0
community programs 3 2 1 0 0
off-reserve 3 0 0 3 0
inclusion 2 0 1 1 0
Nadleh 2 0 2 0 0
communication 1 0 1 0 0
clans 1 0 1 0 0
sexual health 1 0 1 0 0
traffic safety 1 0 0 0 1
attitudes 1 0 0 0 1
security 2 0 0 1 1
upbringing 1 0 0 0 1

technology 1 0 0 1 0
history 1 0 0 1 0



Cultural Vibrancy and Traditional Life 69 35 29 3 2
Culture revitalization 21 11 9 1 0
community resiliency and history 7 7 0 0 0
Language Revitalization 9 3 5 1 0
land-based activities 5 2 3 0 0
Food sovereignty 1 1 0 0 0
Bah'lats 2 2 0 0 0
Spirituality 4 0 4 0 0
arts 2 2 0 0 0
Matriarchal System 1 1 0 0 0
Culture Days 2 2 0 0 0
clans 1 1 0 0 0
Culture Camp 4 0 4 0 0
Culture Loss 3 0 1 1 1
technology 2 0 2 0 0
Stories 1 1 0 0 0
loss of traditional resources 1 0 0 0 1
sacred areas 1 1 0 0 0
upbringing 1 1 0 0 0
Cultural Group 1 0 1 0 0

Housing and Infrastructure 61 34 17 10 1
Community Facilities 13 13 0 0 0
health centre 10 9 1 0 0
Recreation Infrastructure 9 0 7 2 0
Lack of housing capacity 7 0 0 6 1
internet 5 1 2 2 0
road improvements 4 4 0 0 0
seniors housing 3 0 3 0 0
new housing 3 3 0 0 0
Community well taken care of 2 2 0 0 0
land ownership 2 0 2 0 0
having our own school 1 0 1 0 0
learning facilities 1 0 1 0 0
water treatment centre 1 1 0 0 0
Retail developmentsin the area 0 1 0 0 0

Economic Development 59 10 29 9 11
Taking advantage of economic opportunities in 
the area 11 0 11 0 0
Creating employment 8 1 5 2 0
economic health of area 8 0 0 3 5
Industry closure 7 1 0 0 6
taking advantage of incoming pipeline 6 0 6 0 0
band economic developments 4 4 0 0 0
employee satisfaction 4 4 0 0 0
Retail developmentsdevelopments 4 0 4 0 0



lack of meaningful employment 3 0 0 3 0
tourism developments 3 0 3 0 0
High cost of living 1 0 0 1 0

Environment and Relationship with the 
Land 55 33 6 3 13
Beauty of the land 17 17 0 0 0
River health 14 4 0 2 8
Sustainability 6 2 1 1 2
Taking care of the community 6 5 1 0 0
Wildfire safety 2 0 2 0 0
Wildlife health 2 0 0 0 2
Land-based activities 2 2 0 0 0
Food sovereignty 1 1 0 0 0
Land quality 1 0 0 0 1
Land-based activities 1 1 0 0 0
Navigation of traditional territory 1 1 0 0 0
Recovering from forest fire 1 0 1 0 0
Use of Binta Lake 1 0 1 0 0

Family and Social Conditions 35 17 2 13 3
lateral violence 7 0 1 5 1
upbringing 6 4 1 1 0
good community relations 5 5 0 0 0
Community Pride 4 4 0 0 0
youth social conditions 4 0 0 2 2
exclusion of members 3 0 0 3 0
drugs and alcohol 2 2 0 0 0
nepotism 2 0 0 2 0
taking care of family 2 2 0 0 0

Education and Training 30 17 10 3 0
educated community members 9 8 1 0 0
skills training 6 0 6 0 0
children programming 3 2 1 0 0
educational support from the band 3 3 0 0 0
education and skills training centre 2 2 0 0 0
valueing education 2 2 0 0 0
capacity building 1 0 1 0 0
improving education 1 0 0 1 0
lack of education 1 0 0 1 0
post secondary education 1 0 1 0 0
truth and reconciliation 1 0 0 1 0

Community Leadership and Governance 21 2 11 7 1
good leadership recognized from the 
community 4 2 2 0 0
government to government relations 4 0 3 0 1
improve communications 4 0 0 4 0



Being Heard 3 0 3 0 0
improve administration 2 0 0 2 0
revitalize traditional governance 2 0 2 0 0
Indian policies 1 0 0 1 0
leadership practices 1 0 1 0 0



Values Codebook 

Priority Area Count Count Count
Culture 28 Community Health 16 Education 9
Community Health 16 traditional foods 1 higher education 2

Traditions 14 exercising 1 positivity 1

Education 9 eating properly 1 no bullying 1

Land and Environment 9 traditional foods 1 communication 1

Governance and Leadership 8 community events 1 language 1

Family and Community 7 gathering medicines 1 higher education 1

health professionals 1 education 1

Culture 28 elders lodge 1 youth education 1

Bahlats 4 nurses 1

traditional songs 3 health centre 1 Land and Environment 9
Berry Picking 2 health specialists 1 land 3

environmental respect 2 alcohol free 1 healthy land 1

Bannock Making 1 drug free 1 respect land 1

Cultural Traditions 1 good health 1 cleanliness 1

culture 1 cultural traditions 1 strong 1

dried fish 1 healing 1 community 1

healthy land 1 beautiful land 1

hereditary chiefs 1 Traditions 14
honesty

1
spirituality

1
Governance and 
Leadership 8

hope 1 dancing 1 our history 1

hunting 1 drumming 1 communication 1

lahal tournaments 1 dried fish 1 community events 1

language 1 moose meat 1 healing 1

love 1 berry picking 1 helping eachother 1

music 1 language 1 Slenyah 1

our history 1 spirituality 1 matriarchs 1

red rock 1 baby ceremony 1 clans 1

respect 1 language 1

strong 1 berry picking 1 Family and Community 7
traditional names 1 youth trips 1 our history 1

stories 1 language 1
hunting stories 1 cultural activities 1

children 1

community 1
church 1

community events 1



Vision Codebook 
Priority Area Total Ideas Total Codes 
Total 179 224
Housing and Infrastructure 61 61
Economic Development 35 61
Community Wellness and Healing 22 29
Cultural Vibrancy and Traditional Life 17 26
Family and Social Conditions 15 16
Education and Training 14 14
Environment and Relationship with the Land 7 8
CCP Related to Employment 6 7
Leadership and Governance 2 2

Priority Area and Descriptive Codes # of Descriptive Codes 

Housing and Infrastructure (61 ideas) 61
Creating Recreation and Learning Facilities 30
Improving community infrastructure 18
Improve housing 7
Renewable Energy 3
Senior Housing 3

Economic Development (35 ideas) 61
Business Developments 27
Retail developments 13
Adding community services 7
Tourism developments 6
Increasing employment opportunities 5
Food retail 2
Industry developments 1

Community Wellness and Healing (22 ideas) 29
Programs and activities 12
Heal community 6
Food sovereignty 2
Sustainability 2
Connection to place 1
Lateral violence 1
Culture revitalization 1
Community 1
Have members want to come back 1
Healing centre 1
Motivation 1



Cultural Vibrancy and Traditional Life (17 ideas) 26
Culture revitalization 10
Increase spiritualism 5
Land-based activities 4
Education 1
Language 1
Cultural camp 1
Better relationships within the community 1
clan systems 1
Land use 1
Cabins 1

Family and Social Conditions (15 ideas) 16
Community relations 11
Better attitudes 3
Drug and aclohol abuse 1
Lateral violence workshops 1

Education and Training (14 ideas) 14
Own school system 10
Education for everyone 3
Education and skills training 1

Environment and Relationship with the Land (7 ideas) 8
Land expansion 5
River health 2
Growing population 1

CCP Related to Employment (6 ideas) 7
Economic development 2
CCP being positive for community 2
Land use 1
Inclusiveness 1
Technology 1

Leadership and Governance (2 ideas) 2
Transparent leadership 1
Financial freedom 1



Appendix H: CCP Newsletters 

Following every trip, we would send out to the community the following CCP Newsletters as 
CCP updates for the community. One CCP Newsletter was sent out in December, January, and 
March via posting a physical copy in the band office, and electronically through the Stellat’en 
Community Facebook Group and email.  

In order: November update, December Update, February Update, March Update 



November 2018 

WHAT IS A CCP? 

Comprehensive community planning (CCP) is a holistic process that enables a community 

to build a roadmap to sustainability, self-sufficiency and improved governance capacity. 

CCPs are community led processes, meaning the plan is  created by First Nation community members. This 
includes everyone from youth to elders, off reserve membership and on reserve membership. One of the 
unique aspects of the CCP is that it is inclusive and seeks to get all voices of the community involved in the 
process.  

Usually CCP teams consist of a coordinator who leads the engagement processes of the community as well 
as an advisory committee made up of members. Part of the initial phases of the planning process will be to 
establish the committee and hire a CCP coordinator. 

Stellat’en has partnered with two UBC students (Cody Kenny & Michelle Cuomo) from the Indigenous 
Community Planning program that will be assisting from September 2018– April 2019 in kicking off this 
project! (see back for more details) 

WHO IS INVOLVED? 

There are many benefits that are created throughout the 
CCP process during and after the plan is created for 
communities. These include: 

• Creation of a long term vision

• Capacity building for community members

• Builds teamwork and expertise

• Celebrates culture and tradition during the process

• Can be one way to promote healing in communities

BENEFITS OF CCP 



Questions , comments, concerns? Contact us at : CCPSTELLATEN@GMAIL.COM 

Nishnawbe Aski Development 

Fund (NADF): CCP Toolkit 2017 

SFN is in the first stages of developing their CCP. The 

entire process will take three years to develop and 

implement the plan. The image on the right provides an 

overview of each step of the planning process.  

Year 1 (2018-2019): Where have we been and where 

are we going?  

Year 2 (2019-2020): Where do we want to go and how 

will we get there ? 

Year 3 (2020-2021): Plan Implementation 

THE CCP PROCESS 

• Cody and Michelle visited Stellaquo community to meet with staff and tour the community (October 3-5, 2018)

• CCP Information meeting held in Stellaquo to inform members about the planning process (October 24, 2018)

• An elders meeting was held in the language centre with to learn more about how they wanted to be involved in
the CCP process (October 25, 2018)

• Budgeting and work plan for the project from October till March 2019 was completed

Cody Kenny and Michelle Cuomo are UBC planning 
students who will be working with Stellat’en First 
Nation staff and community members to develop the 
beginning stages of the CCP. Their main contact in 
the community is economic development and policy 
analyst Adam Patrick. 

UBC students were accompanied by Adam Patrick and 

other community members to get a better understanding 

of Stellat’en’s Territory. L-R: Michelle Cuomo (UBC 

Student); Cody Kenny (UBC Student); Adam Patrick 

(Current CCP Lead for SFN). 

STELLAT’EN’S CCP TEAM 

CCP PROGRESS AND NEXT STEPS 
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December 2018 

NOVEMBER UPDATE 

November 21-23, 2018 

An open house and meeting was held with Stellat’en members in both 

Stellako (approximately 20 members) and in Prince George (11 

members) to give an update on the CCP process. In addition we sought 

input on building the community timeline as well as started 

discussions around where is the community currently. We also asked 

how community members want to be engaged about the process 

going forward. A combined summary of the engagement sessions can 

be found on page 2. 

Engagement Timeline 

September 

Stellat’en signs on as a partner 
with UBC to start the 
Comprehensive Community 
Planning Process. 

October 3-5, 2018 

Cody and Michelle visit 
Stellako to meet with staff and 
tour the community. 

October 23-25, 2018 

CCP Information meetings in 
Stellako held. An elders 
meeting was held in the 
Language & Culture centre. 

NEXT STEPS 

• Contact members who are interested in being a part of the CCP Committee and set first meeting date

• Posting of the CCP Coordinator position in January 2019

• Cody & Michelle will make their fourth trip to Stellako from January 21-25, 2019

• Engagement sessions will include: youth engagement, elders engagement at the health centre,
community dinner

• For Stellat’en living in Prince George, there will be another CCP meeting held in February 2019
(dates TBD) 

Community members met on 

November 21  in Stellako over dinner 

to discuss questions related to the  

“Where are we now?” section of the 

planning process (as seen on page 3) 
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WHAT ARE AREAS OF COMMUNITY PRIDE? WHAT NEEDS TO CHANGE IN THE COMMUNITY? 

 WHAT IS HAPPENING IN THE COMMUNITY/

TERRITORY THAT COUND BENEFIT SFN?  

WHAT IS HAPPENING IN THE COMMMUNITY/

TERRITORY THAT YOU ARE CONCERNED ABOUT? 

Community Engagement Sessions  
We organized all responses we heard from the community sessions into several themes.  The numbers 
beside each theme represent the number of responses for that theme. Below is a snapshot of the top three 
themes for each question. A full summary of the discussion will be presented at the next meeting. 

Engagement Survey Results 

We asked members to complete an engagement survey to find out the best way to keep the commu-
nity updated with the CCP. Out of the 27 respondents we found that: 
 The Stellat’en Facebook group (16), community newsletter (17), and word of mouth (20) were 

the top three ways people wanted to be contacted about the CCP. 
 Weekday evenings is the best time for CCP meetings (90-95% respondents). 

WHAT WE HEARD 

The top three areas of community pride are:  

1) Community spaces and facilities (28)

 Renovations to MLM Hall; new houses;
landscaping; clean reserve 

2) Activities, events, and programs (17)

   Salmon Fest; community garden; family 
dinners; Community gatherings 

3) Culture (9)

 Red Rock; sharing of food; care for elders; 
language programing; Bah’lats 

The top three areas of change are:   

1) Activities, events, programs (21)

 Community involvement; youth & kids 
activities; healing opportunities for elders 

2) Community spaces and facilities (14)

 Wildfire proofing; continuing landscaping 
and gardening; housing for all members 

3) Culture (11)

 More language; celebrating successes; Binta 
Lake Cultural Camp 

The top three areas of opportunity are: 

1) Education Skills and Jobs (31)

 Pipeline & industry opportunities; 
postsecondary education opportunities 

2) Activities, Events and Programs (10)

 Community garden, continuing of Salmon Fest 

3) Culture (4)

 Language lessons; establishing a multi- 
generational dance group 

The top three areas of concern are: 

1) Education and Economic Development (12)

 Forestry industry downturn; lack of education 

2) Wildfire and Environmental concerns (12)

 Forest fires; low water levels & water 
quality in Stellaco River; traditional food 
security  

3) Community Relationships (8)

 Lateral violence; exclusion of members; families 
fighting; not enough opportunities for healing 
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Questions , comments, concerns? Contact us at : CCPSTELLATEN@GMAIL.COM 

Nishnawbe Aski Development 

Fund (NADF): CCP Toolkit 2017 

SFN is in the first stages of developing their CCP. The 

entire process will take three years to develop and 

implement the plan. The image on the right provides an 

overview of each step of the planning process.  

Year 1 (2018-2019): Where have we been and where 

are we going?  

Year 2 (2019-2020): Where do we want to go and how 

will we get there ? 

Year 3 (2020-2021): Plan Implementation & have we 

arrived? 

THE CCP PROCESS 

Comprehensive community planning (CCP) is a holistic process that enables a community to 

build a roadmap to sustainability, self-sufficiency and improved governance capacity. 

CCPs are community led processes, meaning the plan is  created by First Nation community members. This 
includes everyone from youth to elders, members who live in the community and outside the community. One 
of the unique aspects of the CCP is that it is inclusive and seeks to get all voices of the community involved in 
the process.  

There are many benefits that are created throughout the 
CCP process during and after the plan is created for 
communities. These include: 

• Creation of a long term vision

• Capacity building for community members

• Builds teamwork and expertise

• Celebrates culture and tradition during the process

• Can be one way to promote healing in communities

BENEFITS OF CCP 
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February 2019 

FEBRUARY UPDATE 

Happy New Year Everyone! 

Thank-you to all the community members who attended our meetings 
in Stellako from January 22-24th! We were so happy to see all of your 
enthusiasm and input into the planning process. 

We had 7 members come out to the Advisory Committee meeting on 
January 22nd. This meeting was to establish the committee’s role in 
the CCP process through reviewing and collectively drafting the terms 
of reference for the committee. The committee identified 5 main 
responsibilities: 

1. To provide advice to staff and leadership on Community Planning
decisions.

2. To participate in Community Planning workshops and to serve as a
liaison to members.

3. To assist the Community Planning Coordinator during Community
Meetings and Workshops.

4. Ensure transparent promotion and communication of planning
activities going on in the community.

5. To advise and ensure accountability during the implementation
phase of the Comprehensive Community Plan.

Engagement Timeline 

September 2018 

Stellat’en signs on as a partner 
with UBC to start the 
Comprehensive Community 
Planning Process. 

October 3-5, 2018 

Cody and Michelle’s first visit to 
Stellako to meet with staff and 
tour the community. 

October 23-25, 2018 

CCP Information meetings in 
Stellako held. An elders meeting 
was held in the Language & 
Culture centre. 

November 21-23, 2018 

CCP engagement open houses and 
meetings were held in Stellako 
and Prince George with 31 people 
attending in total.  

January 22-24, 2019 

CCP Advisory Committee was 
established. Visioning exercises 
were completed through youth 
and elder focus groups, one-on-
one interviews, and a community 
dinner engagement session.  

To be 

Michelle showcasing the engagement results from 

the January 23rd meeting with the youth.  
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NEXT STEPS 

• For Stellat’en living in Vancouver there will be a focus group meeting and dinner held at the end of
February.

• Cody & Michelle will make their fifth trip to Stellako from April 2-5, 2019
 Engagement sessions will include displaying work to date and filling gaps.
 Supporting the CCP coordinator transition into their new role

• Continuing data analysis and summary for final presentation to community as well as Chief & Council in
April.

On January 23, we had a successful and fun  
engagement session with 10 youth whom we did 
some visioning exercises as well as played some 
games.  

We also held an elders morning engagement ses-
sion at the health centre. Five elders plus three 
health centre staff joined the conversation, the ses-

Stellako Engagement Sessions Summary (Jan 22-15, 19) 

Date Location Type of  

Engagement 

# of 

Attendees 

Types of Activities 

Jan 22, 

2019 

Treaty &  

Resources Office 

Advisory 

Committee 

7 Established the committees role through reviewing 

the terms of reference.  

Health Centre Elder Engagement 5 Elders; 3 

Health Centre 

Staff  

Elders lunch and round table discussion of visioning 

questions, values and situational analysis.  

Jan 23, 

2019  

Treaty & Re-

sources Offices 

Youth Engagement 10 Asked youth to do visioning exercises interspersed 

with games to keep it interesting  

Jan 24, 

2019 

New Hall Community Dinner 20 Played “Family Feud”, did visioning with members 

to get their insight on their vision for the future for 

Stellat’en members in 20 and 40 years  

Jan 22-25, 

2019 

All Over One-on-one inter-

views  

Staff: 6 

Elders: 2 

Short interviews about the work they do, memories 

of the community, visions for the future  

On January 24th we held a very well attended 
community dinner which saw 20 people attend and 
participate in visioning questions around how they 
saw the community in 20 and 40 years. 

Cody and Michelle will be back in early April to 
Stellako to report back on the engagement ses-
sions they have completed over their last four vis-
its.  

These community meetings will be the summary of 
all the information they have heard from the com-
munity and will be looking for feedback on what 
has been completed so far as well as a farewell to 
Stellako. 
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Questions , comments, concerns? Contact us at : CCPSTELLATEN@GMAIL.COM 

Nishnawbe Aski Development 

Fund (NADF): CCP Toolkit 2017 

SFN is in the first stages of developing their CCP. The 

entire process will take three years to develop and 

implement the plan. The image on the right provides an 

overview of each step of the planning process.  

Year 1 (2018-2019): Where have we been and where 

are we going?  

Year 2 (2019-2020): Where do we want to go and how 

will we get there ? 

Year 3 (2020-2021): Plan Implementation & have we 

arrived? 

THE CCP PROCESS 

Comprehensive community planning (CCP) is a holistic process that enables a community to 

build a roadmap to sustainability, self-sufficiency and improved governance capacity. 

 

CCPs are community led processes, meaning the plan is  created by First Nation community members. This 
includes everyone from youth to elders, members who live in the community and outside the community. One 
of the unique aspects of the CCP is that it is inclusive and seeks to get all voices of the community involved in 
the process.  

There are many benefits that are created throughout the 
CCP process during and after the plan is created for 
communities. These include: 

• Creation of a long term vision 

• Capacity building for community members 

• Builds teamwork and expertise 

• Celebrates culture and tradition during the process 

• Can be one way to promote healing in communities 

BENEFITS OF CCP 



CCP March Update: 
Cody and Michelle hosted a Vancouver CCP engagement session on February 28, 2019 at 
the University of British Columbia on the unceded territory of the Musqueam. Thirteen 
people attend the meeting (not all pictured). The goal of the meeting was to introduce 
members living in Vancouver to what the Comprehensive Community Planning process was. 
In addition we did a focus group asking questions around what their vision was for the 
community and why they were proud to be Stellat’en.   

Future Prince George CCP Engagements 
Cody and Michelle are finishing up their work with Stellat’en in April. Due to funding and time 
constraints unfortunately they will not be able to head to Prince George for a final visit. 
However, the band has committed to continue CCP engagement work including in Prince 
George into the summer and are hoping to have two more students in September of 2019 
from UBC. As part of their deliverables for Stellat’en, Cody and Michelle will be assisting in 
the summer work plan for the incoming CCP coordinator and will be recommending that the 
band continue doing engagements in Prince George for members living there.  

Cody and Michelle want to thank everyone who has been apart of this process so far for 
committing their time and enthusiasm in kick starting this work!  



APPENDIX I: DRAFT COMMUNITY GOALS, PATHWAYS AND STEPS 
DRAFT COMMUNITY GOALS, PATHWAYS AND STEPS FROM CCP ENGAGEMENT PHASE 1: OCTOBER 2018-APRIL 2019 

Community Wellness and Healing 
Contribute to the overall health and wellness of the community

Pathways Steps

Provide opportunities to address the 
intergenerational effects and survivor trauma from 
residential schools for members.

● Provide healing opportunities for elders through healing programs and workshops
● Install a plaque to honour Lejac Residential School Survivors and educate visitors

entering our territory.
● Provide trauma healing workshops
● Partner with Nadleh on the Walk for Those That Never Returned Home

Address and prevent substance abuse within the 
community through education programs and 
workshops. 

● Offer education programs for members and families on substance abuse
● Provide youth education workshops on substance use

Provide recreation and activity programming for 
youth and adults

● Hire a Youth and Recreation Programs Coordinator
● Provide art classes
● Commit to an ongoing weekly Games night
● Start-up youth clubs: airsoft club, swimming club, arts club

● Bring back the Aerobics class

Ensure traditional food security through growing, 
harvesting and sharing our own food. 

● Start a food security program and plan
● Expand the community garden
● Sell food from the garden at the Slenyah Store

Provide opportunities to foster connection and 
improve communication for and with off reserve 
members. 

● Help members off-reserve return to the community
● Help elders return and move back to the community
● Help youth living off-reserve visit the community through a return to the land program
● Provide resources and cultural connection for members living off-reserve
● All clans/specific feast bahlats for members off reserve

Other ● Ensure confidentiality of medical records within the Health Department
● Hold self-defense workshops
● Increase safe sex education
● Welcoming back kids in care



DRAFT COMMUNITY GOALS, PATHWAYS AND STEPS FROM CCP ENGAGEMENT PHASE 1: OCTOBER 2018-APRIL 2019 

 

Cultural Vibrancy and Traditional Life  
Celebrate and strengthen our rich cultural identity and traditions 

Pathways Steps 

Regularly celebrate cultural ceremonies and events  ● Hold more frequent cultural ceremonies (ie. coming of age, potlatch) 
● Create a Dené drumming and dance group (youth and adult)  
● Reconnect to our traditional spirituality  

Expand cultural teachings in the traditional territory 
by offering land based programs.  

● Start a Binta Lake Cultural Camp 
● Provide cultural teachings such as protocols and land pedagogy teachings through 

cultural programs 
● Provide programs that teach community members traditional activities such as 

hunting, fishing, gathering berries & medicines, and lahal   

Expand language programming for youth and adults 
through education programs and tools. 

● Create a language immersion program 
● Strengthen and develop current language programs for youth and children  
● Develop language programs for adults 
● Create a language picture book for children 
● Start live-streamed language lessons on multimedia platforms such as Facebook 

or Youtube Live    

Provide more and diverse opportunities for cultural 
teachings. 

● Improve the language app to include cultural teachings, land pedagogy teachings, 
and a map of the traditional territory including where to pick berries, hunt and 
fish, hike, swim, and clans land ownership  

● Create programs where knowledge holders take community members out on the 
land 

● Teaching youth on and off reserve about bahlats protocols 

 
 
 
 
 
 

To provide feedback please reach out to CCP Coordinator- Roselita (Bubba) Louis or email CCPstellaten@gmail.com 



DRAFT COMMUNITY GOALS, PATHWAYS AND STEPS FROM CCP ENGAGEMENT PHASE 1: OCTOBER 2018-APRIL 2019 

Governance and Administration 
Provide strong transparent leadership and communications that respects both traditional and modern governance systems 

Pathways Steps

Assert our inherent indigenous rights and title to 
our land through negotiation and partnership 
agreements with other governments. 

● Continue building and developing partnerships with surrounding communities
through tri-community meetings with Nadeleh, Stellat’en, and Fraser Lake

● Assert our rights to be included in government-to-government negotiations on
land-use within our traditional territory

● Build partnerships with outside communities to establish mutual servicing
agreements, such as waste removal, water infrastructure, policing, etc.

● More involvement in tribal council meetings and negotiations
● Start discussions with the Regional District

Improve communication between band 
administration and members by offering consistent 
and diverse methods.

● Hold more frequent community meetings
● Create avenues for communication to allow for off-reserve members to have

input on community decisions
● More frequent and consistent communication with all community members

through newsletters and Facebook posts
● Citizen engagement tools/processes

Increase transparency of band administration, 
leadership and decision making by communicating 
with members more frequently. 

● Create a better data and information management system where community
members can easily retrieve published documents (BCRs, Plans, Chief and
Council meeting minutes, etc.)

● Provide meeting minutes from Council meetings & community dinners
● Ensure transparent and informative processes during community-wide projects

so that members feels included and aware of what is happening

Revitalize traditional governance structure ● Include Bah’lats and traditional governance within youth education curriculum
eg. Bahlats 101

● Look to other existing systems to strengthen our own i.e Office of the
Wetsuwet’en for organizational foundation

● Write down traditional governance protocols for youth and children

To provide feedback please reach out to CCP Coordinator- Roselita (Bubba) Louis or email CCPstellaten@gmail.com 



DRAFT COMMUNITY GOALS, PATHWAYS AND STEPS FROM CCP ENGAGEMENT PHASE 1: OCTOBER 2018-APRIL 2019 

 

 
Environment and Relationship with the Land  
Steward our lands for the many generations to come. 

Pathways Steps 

Adapt to wildfire risk through fire safety and security 
initiatives.  

● Create a forest fire recovery plan  
● Wildfire proof area surrounding the community  
● Create a reforestation strategy 
● Evacuation/emergency planning workshops with community 

Other ● Create environmental sustainability Plan 
● Improve our wastewater management system  
● Make sure decisions around land-use are communicated back to the 

community  
● Make use of Binta Lake for cultural opportunities 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To provide feedback please reach out to CCP Coordinator- Roselita (Bubba) Louis or email CCPstellaten@gmail.com 



DRAFT COMMUNITY GOALS, PATHWAYS AND STEPS FROM CCP ENGAGEMENT PHASE 1: OCTOBER 2018-APRIL 2019 

Housing and Community Infrastructure 
Provide housing options and diverse infrastructure that fulfills all our members needs

Pathways Steps

Provide affordable and comfortable housing for all members 
through renovation and construction of new housing. 

● Maintain and repair existing housing and infrastructure
● Provide diverse housing options for members to live in

community (renting options, rent-to-own, home ownership)
● Build housing and explore different housing typologies
● Help members buy property around community
● Provide house maintenance skills and training workshops
● Elders housing

Create more recreation opportunities on reserve and within our 
traditional territory.

● Build bike and hiking trails around the community
● Maintain existing skating rink in the winter

Upgrade existing community service infrastructure. ● Improve internet infrastructure

Build and maintain community facilities that facilitate social 
gathering. 

● Expand learning and education centre (installing a community
library)

To provide feedback please reach out to CCP Coordinator- Roselita (Bubba) Louis or email CCPstellaten@gmail.com 



DRAFT COMMUNITY GOALS, PATHWAYS AND STEPS FROM CCP ENGAGEMENT PHASE 1: OCTOBER 2018-APRIL 2019 

Economic Development
Develop a sustainable economic base that aligns with our yinka Dené values 

Pathways Steps

Explore potential economic opportunities in the tourism, retail , 
service and industry sectors.

● Create mushroom picking initiative
● Create rentable cabins by the lake
● Create a firewood selling business
● Create an economic development plan in anticipation of  industry

closing
● Train our members in tree planting
● Create an eco-tourism strategy
● Re-open the gift shop
● Start engine repair shop for economic development
● Research medicinal/recreational cannabis industry

Create meaningful long-term employment positions that 
facilitate our members to use their talents and skills.

● Create meaningful long-term job
● Hire our own members for jobs within the community

Create job opportunities for youth ● Create part-time job opportunities within the community

Education and Training 
Build our capacity by providing excellent education and training opportunities

Pathways Steps

Provide opportunities for our members 
that allows for professional and personal 
skills development

● Start financial workshops and education programs
● Prioritize hiring within the community rather than contracting out
● Train members in technical positions that is relevant to band economic development

(forestry for example)
● Provide member with firefighting training

To provide feedback please reach out to CCP Coordinator- Roselita (Bubba) Louis or email CCPstellaten@gmail.com 



DRAFT COMMUNITY GOALS, PATHWAYS AND STEPS FROM CCP ENGAGEMENT PHASE 1: OCTOBER 2018-APRIL 2019 

Family and Social Conditions  
Foster and promote healthy relationships throughout the community 

Pathways Steps

Create respectful relationships between 
community members through workshops 
and community events.

● Deal with social issues at schools
● Provide lateral violence workshops

Develop policies that promote equity and 
fairness within band administration.  

● Have a clear hiring process to avoid conceptions of nepotism and selective hiring

Increase community social programming 
through community events and 
programs.

● Start community dances
● Celebrate successes of community and individuals
● Build and maintain skating rink
● More events that bring the community together

Increase safety and security of 
community through bylaw enforcement 
programs 

● Enforcing speeding through the reserve
● Starting community watch

To provide feedback please reach out to CCP Coordinator- Roselita (Bubba) Louis or email CCPstellaten@gmail.com 
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